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THE PROBLEM OF THE SILENT SPRING ~ 
Biology Grades 9 - 12 1 

LESSON 

INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKILWROCESS 
' 

Sometimes finding a solution to a problem is urgent. Not only do we have to come up with 
a feasible solution -one which is both practical and eff ective- but w e  also have to come up with 
the solution quickly. Sometimes there is real danger involved. Usually there isa clock ticking. 
Often i t  takes the best solution to save the day; a poor solution usually leads to injury and 
death. 
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The events which transpired on board Apollo 13, during four days in August 1970, presented 
just such a problem. Two days after its hunch, while outbound to the moon, an oxygen tank 
exploded and catastrophically damaged We support systems on board. The supply of oxygen 
fell below that needed to successfuIZy complete the mission. The problem quickly defined 
itself as "How might we safely return our astronauts to earth in a damaged spaceship which 
does not have enough oxygen to make the return trip?" Mission control, scientists, and other 
astronauts worked feverishly to solve the problem. Zn the end they used materials available 
on Apollo 13 to recycle oxygen purified by removing excess carbon dioxide. The astronauts 
were instructed how to adapt lithium hydroxide canis- 
ters found in one part of the ship to where they were 
needed. Using an exact replica of the spacecraft, techni- 
cians explored ways to consewe power. Aquarius, the 
lunar descent module was used as alifeboat, its engines 
providing enough thmst to speed up the trip to the 
moon, whose gravity was used to whip the spacecraft 
back toward earth. The crew transferred to the Corn- 
mand Module when they neared the earth and safely 

SKltLFUL PROBLEM SOLVING 

I. Why is there a problem? 

2. Whal is the problem? 

3. What are possible solutions to the problem? 

4. What would happen I f  you solved the 
problem in each of these ways? 

5. What is the best sotution to the problem? 



-. 

landed. Within four days a spacecraft was reconfigured, a flight plan was rewritten and a 
challenging problem resolved resulting in the saving of three astronauts from certain death. 

Lets fake a closer look at how this problem might have been solved. Here is a plan for skillful 
problem solving. Show students the SkWd Problem Solving verbal map. Use a transparency 
or put it on the chalkboard. What & you nctice about this plan? ~ENTRESPONSES:  I t  is easy 
tofilZow; it p r ~ ~ e e &  one step at n time; it requires you to think ebiut k u q  solziti~ns, not just one: B is 
easy to understand; if would be easy fo follow. 

Lets apply this plan to the Apollo 13 emergency so that w e  can see if it is an effective design 
for solving problems. If w e  can show that the th idhg which so effectively solved that 
problem might have followed from a plan like this, then perhaps we can use this plan to 
effectively solve other problems. In your groups pretend that you were on hand at Mission 
Control during the Apollo 13 mission. You have just heard Navy Captain Jim LovelI's famous 
understatement "Mission Control, I think we have a problemff. You are meeting with your 
team to think about solving the problem. In groups, bninstom answers to the fus t  two 
questions on the skiIIful problem solving thinking map. Be prepared to report back to the 
class. Students readily explain that there is a problem 
because there was an elosion on board the Apollo 
13 spacecraft Students also have little diff idty de- 
fining the problem as geffing the men back to earth or 
doing something abouf the oxygen shortage. Have each 
group contribute and fA in responses on a class 
graphic organizer similar to the one at right 

Lets think about step three. Take a few minutes to 
think abou t possible solutions to the problem. What 
might we do to "get the men home safely?" Allow 
adequate h e  far students to think about the prob- 
lem. Then use guided questioning to elicit responses. 
Encourage "far ou t" and unusualsolutio11~. Then add 
responses to the transparency or on t he  board. W I -  
CAL STUDENT RESPONSES: Send up a manned rescue mission in anofher Apollo spacecrafi; see if fhe 
Russians can help; send up an unmnned ruckef with extra om~gen which tk astronauts 'mn transfer to 
the Aquarius module affer fhey enter into an &h orbif; puf all but one of the Astrmufs into deep sleep 
to conserve oxygen; kill one of the astronauts so that there will be one fhird more oxygen mailabi~fbr the 
ot11w two. 

Let's examine one of these possibilities, Send up a manned rescue mission in another Apollo 
spacemaff. What would happen if you tried to solve the problem in this way; what would be 
the consequences? STUDENTRESPONSES: If might take too much time fo prepare, check out and launclr 
an Apollo rescue mission.. It wouid cost millions ofdoIlars to  usean Apollo spacecraft fo rescueastronauts. 
Thme might not be enough room in fhe rescue command modulefor both crews. One ofthefuture Apollo 
missions would have to be scrubbed because ifs spacecrajl had been wed in the rescue mission. vthe rescue 
missionfailed we rnighf loose two Apollo crews. Students usually determine that any solution which 
might take a long time or one which wodd put others at risk wouldnot be worthwhile. Students 
usually decide that the problem's solution must be implemented on board by the astronauts. 

-Do you think that the scientists involved in successfuIly bringing the Apollo l3 astronauts 
home might have followed a plan like this? Most students point out that they certainly must 
have assessed the consequences of a number of possible solutions to arrive at the solution they 
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INFUSING THINKING INTO ~NSIRUCTJON-SECONDARY PROBLEM SOLVING 

did. Many also remark that they obviously didn't have the thinking map for causal explanation 
there before them, so they must be so used to these kinds of problems and to having to ask these 
questions that they've learned to ask them naturdy. Do you think that this plan is an effective 
one fordetermining the best solution to a problem? Students agree hat * kind of plan would 
work well to solve a problem. 

Usually there is the pressure of time associated with problem solving; however dangerous 
situations -problems requiring fast and effective solutions- are often resolved over a much 
longer span of time than the few days of frenzied activity during the Apollo 13 mission. For 
example, global problems like overpopulation and epidemics are treated with a similar 
urgency; if solutions are not found people may die. In your groups take a few minutes and 
think about the world around you; then make a list of some of its urgent problems. Discuss 
each response and use guided questioning to expand the list. SUDENT RESPONSES.. The hole in 
the uwm layer; war; d h e s  like HIV and AIDS; toxic rain, global warning and fh greenhouse effect; 
air p~UufiOnfiomfossi l~Is;  toxic waste, water pollution; chemicnl pollutwnfrom pesticides and other 
chemicals; oil spills; poverty and malnutrition; radiafion leaks from reacf ors like Chetynoble and Three 
Mile Ishnd; nuclear stockpiles; biological and chemical weapons storage- 

, - 

THINKING ACTIVELY 

Lefra examine one of these problems more carefully; lets look at pollution from pesticides. In 
another lesson we have already discussed Rachel Carson's book Silent Spring. What did we 
determine was the main cause of the problem? Students 
usually recall that they concluded that the "silent spring" 
probably resulted from the to& efi'ects of pestiades like 
DDT. Given this scenario -a s d  town in America and 
the moribund countryside and f a d a n d  sunrounding it 
are dying because of pesticide contamination - let's use 
the skillful problem solving plan we just evaluated to 
find a feasible solution to the town's problem. In order 
to help us organize our thoughts we will be using a 
skillful problem solving graphic organizer. Show stu- 
dents the graphic organizer on the right. Use a transpar- 
ency or draw it on the chalkboard. Be sure to point out that 
this graphic has been designed to examine, in depth, one 
possible solution at a time. 

In your groups write a statement which begins "How 
might I best" that clearly states the problem. For example 
in the Apollo 13 dilemma, tire problem statement might 
have been written "How might I return the astronauts to 
earth safely?" Students usually have little trouble in de- 
fining the problem. TYPICAL ~ E N T  EPONSES: How might I, best prof ect the townspeoplefronz 
the harmful efiecfs of pesticides or best reverse muironmental damage from pesticide contnmimtion. 
Sometimes students view the problem as one of denning up and disposing ofthe pesticides or less 
frequently one of preuaztingfifure use of dangerous pesticides. Use higher order questioning to 
generate a final class problem statement that the class accepts. Explain that the problem 
shouldn't be too narrow, (like "How might I rid my land of contamination," nor too remote (like 
"How might I prevent future uses of dangerous  pesticide^?^'). Rather, it should focus on the 
immediate problem for the town and not presuppose that other problems have been solved. 
Wri te  this in "The Problem" box on the graphic. 
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Let's think about possible solutions to this problem. In your groups make a Iisl of soIutians 
you feel might solve to the problem "How might I best protect human health and limit 
environmental damage resulting from pesticide contamination of the town and its surround- 
ings." !STUDDENT RESPONSES: Pmmanently evacun te the town. ReIocafe the human population to an 
unwnfnmimfed area. Temporarily e u a m t e  the area and then defoliate the countryside. Demolish the 
tuwn. Drain the pond. Destroy aU wildlife, strip the soil. Transport all conranzinated material to a tozic 
waste dump and then rebuild the town and resettle it. Quarantine the area by keeping it offlimits and then 
monitor until pesficide imels come down fo an acceptable Ieuel, fhen resettle the town. Relocate the 
population and fhen use the crea as a new toxic waste dump site. Develop a chemical to neutraliz the 
psticide csntarninafion and treat the counfyside and environment with i f .  Develop an antidote to 
pesticide poisotzing and hat people in the fown with it. Make it illegal fo use dangerous pesticides. 

+ Let's look at one of these possibilities, Permanently evacuate the area. Discuss in your group 
what the likely consequences of evacuating the town and relocating the human population 
might be. Make a list of three or four consequences and be prepared to report back to the class. 
Allow adequate time for each group to brainstorm its list and then have each group contribute 
one or two consequences. Record- these on the skill problem solving transparency or use the 
chalkboard. STUDENT RESPONSES: Pwple would be completely out ofdanger- The ecosystem would be 
l.$ alone and not desf royed; compared with toxic waste cleanup. Evacuation would cosf much less money. 
Pesticides would remain in the oounfryside and ?use a continued threat to nature. People would be 
immediutely remmedfiorn the h g p ~  -no time wasted. The fawn would be "out of business. " Livelihoods 
would be destroyed, The economy of the region might be crippled. 

Now that you have listed the consequences of permanently evacuating the area, lets consider 
' whether each consequence argues for or against adopting this solution. Lets think about each 
af the consequences together and determine whether to mark "PROf' or "CON" next to if. 
Does the consequence that people would be completely out of harm's way count for or against 
the feasibility of this solution? Students readily judge that the safety of people wodd count for 
adopting this solution. Write PRO in the PRO or CON column adjacent to the consequence. 
Brainstorm each of the remaining consequences and complete the PRO or CON column on the 
graphic organizer. Students usually find that most of the consequences count in favor of 
adopting this solution. 

Sometimes a consequence may count against asolutionbut it isn't considered very important 
when deciding whether a possible solution is feasible or not; for example, one consequence 
of having worked around the clack to reconfigure energy consumption on board the damaged 
Apollo 13, was the huge amount of overtime paid to technicians, Although this consequence 
would count against working al l  night, it was not considered very important in the context of 
saving the astronaut's lives. Hence it was given much less weight than saving their lives was. 
It is therefore necessary to evaluate just how important or unimportant each consequence is 
before deciding whether a solution is worthwhile or not, In your groups evaluate one 
consequence of permanently evacuating the area and write in the 'Value" column whether 
that consequence is very important, important, not very important, or unimportant. Be sure 
to state your reasons formaking each judgement. Assigna different consequence to each group. 
Allow adequate time for students to discuss and record their judgement. Then have them report 
back. Enter their responses on the class graphic organizer. Students usually decide that getting 
people out of harms way and getting them away from dangerous pesticides immediately are 
very important considerations; The population would no longer be cxposed to pesticides. They find 
that leaving pesticides on the environment is also important, but perhaps not as important 
because con tarnination will diminish over time However, the future side effects on other living 



~NNS~NG THINKING INTO INSTRUCTION-SECONDARY  EM SOLVING 

things of leaving the environment contaminated often weighs heavily with sorne students. The 
value of other consequences vary, usually between important and very important. - 

Do you think that this would be aviabIesolution,one which would protect humanhealth and 
limit environmental damage? Students immedia tely reach consensus that this would be a good 

. solutjon for the human popdatjon, but usually fetzl uncorrtfortable about deserting wildlife 
living in a countryside laden with toxic pesticides. Students alsdfd that b e c a e  all the town's 
business's and farms would be out of business, there might be economic hardship in the region 
that other soIutions may remedy. . 
How might we make this solution an even better one? Let's make a list on the chalkboard of 
modifications to the original solution, p m a n e n f l y  macuate the area, which might make it  
even more feasible. STLJDENT RESPONSE You could make a maximum @t to d e d  m m m l s ,  
birds, fish and other animts  and ezraa.uk them to a new home also. You could set up a jobs refraining 
program fo help ease mcuees into new types ofwork You could lobby the govemmsrt ta compensate 
j annns  and businessmen for their losses and help them wiih start-up money af their nar, location. 

Let's take this information and use it to rewrite the original solution statement so that there 
will be less consequences counting against using it. Work with students to generate a new 
soXution sta ternent. For example, Afim permanently manurting all people tun safelocPfion, you could 
transfer as much wildlife as feasible to a pesficide fie environment and make mdnble, fhrough 
gmemmtfrrnding, jobs refraining and lost business c o m p m f i m  

As a final part of this activity, I'd Like you to do some homework tonighL-Manben of each 
group wU think through a sk.Uful problem solving graphic organizer h' one of the 
remaining solutions. Tomorrow, during class, each group will present their findings, and 

- then we will discuss which solution we believe is the best one, Distribute blank photocopies 
of the graphic organizer and assign a different solution to each group.  hen studmh report back 
the next day try to reach consensus on which solutionmight be best Thenask thestudents to read 
the source material on Love Canal and compare what was done in these situations with their 
solution to the problem of the silent spring. 

THINKING ABOUT THINKING 

When you did the lesson on The Mysthy of the silent spring you took some time to think about 
your thinking after you tried to solve the mystery. Let's do the same thing now that you've 
worked on the problem that contaminationwith pesticides caused for the townRache1 Carson 
describes in her book H o w  important do you think it was to try to solve the mystery before 
you tackled solving the problem faced by the town? ANSWERS INCLUDE: Without 
knowing whuf caused ik problem it's pretty hard fo eiiherfigure out whuf the problem is or to by to 
salve it; if 's like shooting in fhe dark. We need to do c t z d  e;rpIanafionfirst; if's the$ust question an 
fhe fhinking map of problem soIving. Ifwe don't try fofigure ouf whut caused the p b I m  we won't 
really be able fo solve if easily. 

What else besides finding the cause of the problem is it important to think about in problem 
solving? Students quickly identify stating the problem, finding possible solutions, figuring out- 
the consequences of the possible solutions, and then deciding which is the best solutions by 
deciding which consequences are really important as the focal points for skillful problem 
solving. 
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How does this way of problem solving compare to other ways that you've thought about 
problems in the past when you've had to solve them. Students sometimes say that they think 
about possible solutions sometim&, or that they do think about the consequences of solutions 
to problems sometimes. Most students recognize, however, that this strategy helps them to focus 
careful attention on each of these questions, as well as others, when they are problem solving. 
This, they say, makes their thinking more organized, and makes them fed that they've done a 
more careful jdb, and ihatlhcir solutim is probabIy a good one. 

Work in your groups now and draw a "picture" of the thinking process of skilful problem 
solving, incorporating these important focal points. STUDENT DRAWINGS VARY. 

APPLYING YOUR THINKING 

IMMEDIATE TRANSFER 

Soon after your students have completed the lesson on h e  problem of the silent spring, ask them 
to work on the following: - 

You have each tried to determine the cause of the endangerment of a specific species of life 
on earth Use the problem-sal-g strategy to determine what is the best remedy for the 
situation these life forms find themselves in. -. 

For 30 years plutonium used in nuclear weapons was manufactured at a site in Ranford, 
Washbgtoa A number of huge deteriorating tanks fUed with high-level radioactive waste 
are threatening tovent into the atmosphere. Whatproblems canyouidentify?Usethe strategy 
for problem-soIving to decide what to do about them. 

REINFORCEMENT LATER 

What is the best solution to the problem of acid rain that you diagnosed edier? 

Landfills, as a way of disposing of waste, are becoming more and more scarce. What are viable 
ways of waste management in this country? 

Identify a major problem faced by your school Use the problem-solving strategy to think 
through what might be done to solve this problem. 
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THE PROBLEM OF SILENT SPRING 
SOURCE MATERIAL ON CONTAMlNATlON AT LOVE CANAL 

Love Canal e x n e ~ b  from Love awl, My Story, to anyQne from chemia!s buried there. That 
k u i s  Marie Gibbs, ISBNU87395-587-0 - onedollar school site turned out to be some 

bargains! 
"If you drove down my sheet befbre Love Cam1 1 (that's what I call whai happened to us), you 

might have thought it looked Like a typical Ameri- 
can small town that you would see in a TV movie- 
neaf:bungdows,many painted white, withneatly 
clipped hedges or freshly painted fences. The 
house are generally small but comfortable; at that 
time ("before Love Canal" in 1978) they sold for 
about $30,000. If you came in the summertime, 
you would have seen men painting their houses 
or adding an extra room, women taking care of 
gardens, and children riding bicycles and tri- 
cycles on the side walks or playing in the back- 
vards. 

What is the Love Canal? 
"The Love Canal is a hazardous waste ddump- 

site located in the center of a middle class com- 
munity in Niagara Falls, New York; We are the 
first dump-site to be recognized, of the thou- 
sands of dumps across the nation. The EPA has 
recently estimated there are about 30,000 to 
50,000 toxic waste dumps across the United 
States. 

The History of Love Canal 
"h 1892 William T. Love (where the name , 

"You would see something quite different to- Love Canal originated), proposed connecting 
day. Since Love Canal, the ho-S nearest the heUPP"a"dl0werNiagarafiver.b~ digging 
canal area have been boarded up and abandoned. a to long--HOweverg *e counq 

have homemade signs Fafitif vividy fell into an economic depression and hancial  
telling what happened to make this town. backing for the project sipped away- Love then 

The once-neat gardens are overgrown, the lawns abandoned the project leaving behind a par- 
uncut .  A high chain-link fence surrounds the tially dug section of the anal .  &L 1920, the land 
houses nearest the canal. The area is deserted. was sold at public auctionand became a munici- 
The fence is a of fie 22,000 tons of pal and chemical disposal site Ultd 1953. The 
poisons buried there, poisons that can cause can- P*UP~~ company hat dumped their waste in 
cer, that can cause mothers to miscarry or give the canal was Hooker Chemical Corporation, a 
birth to deformed children,poisons that canmake subsidiary to Occidental Petroleum..The City of 
children and adults sick, many of them in ways Niagara F& and the United States Army used 
doctors only dimly understand ... there was a the site as with the d t ~  garbage 
school within walking distance. The a d  the dump% possible hemical war- 
ground was part of a big, open ficld with houses f a r e m a t e r i d a n d ~ * o f t h e ~ t t a n ~ r o j e c t * ~  
all around. "h 1953 Hooker, after filling the canal and 

M ~ t  is if you stop and m of covering it with dirt, sold the land to the Board 

it, that underneath that fieldwerepoison~~and on of Education for $1.00. The deed contained a 
top of it was a grade school and a P~aYgrOUXI~. We ~tipulationwhidsaidifan~oneha~red physi- 
later found out that the Niagara Falls School "lhKrn or deathbecause of their buried wastes, 
Board knew the filled-in canal was a toxic dump Hooker wouldnot be responsible. Hooker con- 
site. We also know that they knew it was danger- t i "u~us l~  teU5us properly the 

ous because, when the Hooker Chemical Corpo- and the we wonder* 

ration sold it  to them for one dollar, Hooker put a ''Soon after the land changed owners, llome 
clause in the deed declaring that the corporation building began adjacent to the 16acrerectangle 
would not be responsible for any harm that came which was once the canal. The families were 

I 
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unaware. of Love Canal, when *purchasing 
their homes. In 1955, an elementary school 
was opened; it had ben erected near the 
corner of the canal. 

"Residents began to complain about chil- 
dren being burnt, nauseous odors, and black 
sludge-in the later 1P50'sr -bv-t nothing was 
done. It was not until the later 1970's that 
government finally decided to investigate the 
complaints. 

What Does the Canal Contain and How 
Far Has it Gone. 
'There are 200 different compounds that 

have been identified so far, in and around the 
Canal. There are at least 12 known carcino- 
gens, some human, other animal. Benzene is 
one which is well known for causing leuke- 
mia in people. Dioldn, the most deadly of all 
chefnimlsl has aka been found inmd around 
the Love C a r d  ... 

"Hooker admits to burying about 21,800 
tons of various chemicals in h e  Canal, but, 
this is all they will admit to. The Army denies 
burying wastes, yet there are residents who 
testified to seeing Army personnel and trucks 
on site. 

'The extent of chemical migration is still in 
question. Many of the air, and soil and water 
tests have found chemicals throughout a ten 
block residentid area, in our creeks and the 
Niagam Rver. ... 

What are the Health Effects? 
"Our Association with the help of other 

scientists, conducted a health survey of our 
community. We were forced to do our own 
study because the governmental agencies 
would not conduct a good objective saentific 
study. We look at the area as a whole, and 
found families who lived on underground 
streambeds had the highest incidence of dis- 
ease, but also many M e s  in the area were 
affected with an abnormally high rate of ill- 
nesses. 

"The results of our studies showed above 
normal amounts of miscarriages, 50-75% , 
while living in Lovecanal. A birth defect rate 

in the past five year to be 56%. 
"Also, an increase in Central Nervous System 

disease including epilepsy, nervous breakdowns, 
suicide attempts, and hyperactivity in children,a 
greater chance of contracting urinary disorder, 
induding kidney and bladder problems, an in- 
crease of asthma and other respiratory probl ems. 

"Our most recent survey showed, out of the 
last 15 pregnancies in Love Canal, women, we 
have had only two normal births. the rest re- 
sulted in a miscarriage, stillborn, or birth de- 
fected babies. 
The solution to the toxic waste problem imple- 

mentedat Love Canal involved evacuating people 
from the immediate area of contamination, erect- 
ing fences to keep people out and later installing 
a drainage system consisting of clay perforated 
clay pipes to intercept contaminated water be- 
fore it can leave the site. The polluted water is. 
then treated by an activated charcc4 system 
The filtration sjrsten was then buried under 
topsoil and clay. -. 

The Love Canal Homeowners Association is 
unhappy and have found "many problems with 
this system: 

(1) At best it will contain wastes in the cmd, it 
will not remove them- 

(2) It will not remove or address any chemical 
wastes that have moved out into the ten block 
area or through the storm sewer system 

(3) There are no monitoring wells placed, there- 
fore no one can tell us if it is even working. 

(4) Will the clay crack, as it has done in the past, 
only to cause further contamination of our 
environment and threaten public health? 



INFUSING THINKING ~NTO INS~U~ON-SECONDARY PROBEM SOLVING 

Sample Student Responses The Problem of the Silent Spring 

Relocate population and then use the area as 
a new toxic waste dump site. 

and then rebuild and resettle. 

CONSEQUENCES 

The ecosystem would be left alone. 

Compared with a toxic waste clean-up, 
evacuation would cost much less money. cheaper than rebuilding a town. 

Pesticides would remain the counfryside and Not important: Pesticides contamination 

Very Important: Pesticides are 

of the region might be crippled. 

After permanently evacuating all people to a safe location, you could transfer as much wildlife as 
feasible to a pesticide free environment. Through government funding you could make jobs 
retraining and lost business compensation available to the townspeople, merchants and farmers. .. 
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INFUSING THINKING ~ m o  IN~UCTION-SECONDARY PROBLEM SOLVING 

Sample Student Responses The Problem of the Silent Spring 

THE PROBLEM 
How might i best ~mtect human health and limit envimnmental damase from 

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS IBl 
Permanently evacuate the town; relacate 
human population to an unoontaminated 
area. 

Temporarily evacuate the area; defofiate 
countryside, demolish town, drain pond, 
destroy dl wildlife, strip soil, remove 
contaminated material to toxic waste dump 
ancl then rebuild and resettle. 

Quarantine area by keeping it off limits and 
then monitor until pesticide levels come 
down to an acceptaMe level; then resettle. 

Relocate population and then use the area as 
a new toxic waste dump site. 

Develop a chemical to neutrilize the 
pesticides. 

Important. Coukl not replace OM gmwth 
forest and biodiversity- 

Very important. People could return to a 
safe envifonment 

defoliate, demofiih, transport t beyond the ~iklihood of government funding. 
e, replant, rebuild and resettle. 

NEW SOLUTION 

worst pesticide contamination. 
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tESSON 

1NTRO DUCTION TO CONTENT AND THiNKlNG SKILLPROCESS 

Sometimes the most dW~cult and challenging problem is only solved when it is approached 
in a novel manner. Finding nnique and unusual solutions requires creative thinking, For 
example, during a period beginning in 1881 and lasting more than 15 years, the French 
Company which had successfully built the Suez canat labored, unsuccessfully, to construct 
a canal connecting the AUantic and Pacific oceans. After having investigated possible sites 
including Nicaragua, the Isthmus of Panama was chosen because it was the shortest route. 
The project, nonetheless, seemed hopeless when the company investigated possible mutes in 
Panama Each required removal of a gargantuan amount of dirt and rock, in some areas 
tantamount to moving mountains. As might have been expected, they failed miserably, 
hardly making an impression an the dense jungle and rough temain blocking the 50 mile 
mute Ultimately, disease, construction problems and inadequate financing ended the 
project 

The United States took up the project - and the challenge - with the i%ancial backing of the 
American Government in 19W The jungle, disease and construction challenges sti l l  re- 
mained Those working on the project for the United States didn't want to make the same 
mistakes as the French, however. Rather than again attemp- the conventional approach of 
trying to carve a canal through miles of sometimes mountainous jungle, the team decided to 
consider some unusual and unconventional possibilities, The stunning solution to this 
problem lay in viewing a canal not so much as a thin ribbon of water snaking its way between 
two oceans, but rather as amj utilizable or buildable body of water along the route. Instead 
of just digging a trench for the canal, the Americans simply dammed up an existing river, and 
created an enormous lake. They then built short stretches of canal from the Atlantic ocean to 



I one end of the lake and froni the opposite end af the lake to the Pacific Ocean. The Panam ' Canal, as we know it today, took 10 years to complete a d  most probably would hrve never 
been hished had it not been for the willingness of the team to break away horn the norm and 

I to consider different ways of creating a body of water that could support major ocean-going 
vessels travelling from one ocean to ander.  An option that can enhance the use of this example 
involvg showing pictures and maps of the Suez Canal, basically a dit& in the desert, and then, ! 
first, the'jungle terrain typical of the Isthmus of Panama, and the Panama Canal, including the 
open areas of lake that ships pass through. - 
What led to the construction of the Panama C .  isacornbination ofthewilhpess to depart 
from the norm and try new thingsf and the ability to generate ideas for solving pmbkms that 

i are original and different This is the essence of mafme thinking. Can you think of any other 
1 ways of getting goods h r n  the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific without having to transport them 
I around Cape Horn i t  the tip of South Ammica?. Do a brief open b&torming session with 
: them on this topic POSSBLE AN- INCLUDE: Unloading ships on one sharp, h m n g  fhe 

goods overland, and Fhen lading up other ships on fhe other shore, Liffing whuie ships anto railroad cars. 
I and fT-ng fhem across. Buiidinga huge mmeym Mf muss Panama. Students txiudly ame up 
1 with a.hnited (often not more than thee or four possities) but interesting list of psi'b'Ilities, 

including some ori@ ideas. Of course, not all novel and creative ideas work, as you might 
suspect from your list Good problem solving involves the ability to come up with new and 
original ideas, like yyo jkt did, but that is not uto* You must also have the ability to 
determine, through m-tical thinking, thzt these ideas will solve the problem well without 
serious unwanted side+ffects. 

Can you think of an example from your own experience of doing something in a different way 
from the way it is usually done? Ask students to jot down one or two examp1es on a piece of 
paper and then to discuss one of them with a partner. After three or four minute of discussion, 
ask for vdunteers to sfrareanexample with the rest of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E N T ~ L E S V A R Y .  Now 
try to come up with some other ways you might have done what you did. STUDENT ANSWEXS 
VARY, but again are limited though they may include some original ideas. 

In this lesson we- are going to learn, assess, and dwelop our own strategy for generating 
creative ideas. W e  will build on the technique that you just used to do this. Does anyone know 
what that technique is called? Students readily recognize this as bmhstonning- Write the word 
"Brainstorming" on the baard, How do we do brainstorming? Once again students usually can 
describe the techniques used in brahstormhg W e  hidcrapidly of different ideas for somethrng 
we are concerned with, sometimes suggested by the ideas of others, and we don't yet pass 
judgment on wh& the idea wiu work or not ?his lesson takes us beyond ordinuy 
brahstorming. Often, in ordinary b&torming,'we &rout of ideas pretty quickly. In this 
lesson w e  wiU learn how to generate ideas 
more easily, in quantity, with great variation 
and, especially, we will make sure that some 
of the ideas w e  are generating .are original, 
new, and aeative ideas. Of course, however 
many ideas we generate, once we have gener- 
ated such ideas we will then be ready to aiti- 
cally scrutinize them Here's a thinking map 
that will guide us to do this type of thinking 
skiUfuIly : 

1 1. Why do you *rat to find possibilks? I 
1 2 What poulbilitl.r can you thhk of? S 
1 3. What are some other kind. of possibilities? I 

4. WM are scune unusual pouibi~ttes? 

5. How can you decide which is the best 
possfbllttf? 
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We wilf'try out this new way to brahtonn ideas in this lesson as we think about a problem 
that mankind faces today that is a by-product of one of the basic ways that w e  have achieved 
progress in this cen'hwy, thmugh the invention, mrsteq, and use of new technologies which 
involve chemical processes. Some of these new technologies produce harmful by-products, 
and while people are protected from -of these harmful by-products by safety measures 
some by-pxoducts do change our environment and can cause haxn to it and to us, 

We H% be thhEng specifdlv in this lesson about airpollution. Although there are many 
diff a n t  air pollutants, indud& arsenic&), benzene(C6H63, admium(Cd), chlorine(q), 
fluondeF),urbon m o n o d d e ( C O ~ , f o ~ d & y d ~ ~ O ~ ,  rnemq~g . l ,~zoneKl~~~  leadWB1, 
and silicon tetraauoride(SiF,), the oxides of nikmpn (NO, NOJ and sulfur (SO, SO,) are 
among the most environmentally dangerous. They react with the atmosphere to produce 
caustic acids which often fall to earth as acid raia This causes damage to animal and plant 
tissues, and to with many man made structures Iike buildings and monuments. The primary 
sources of these pollutants is the burning of foss3 fuels h pawer plants-and heivy industry, 
and the exhaust gases of intemal combustion engines. The benefits of the technologies that 
we use that produce these effects (for example the aatomobi2e) make us very reluctant to give 
up their use. So w e  face a pmblem: How might we reduce or elhhate the hatmful effects of 
the acidic-pollutants thit enter the atmosphere from the use of technologies that rely on 
c h e m i d  processes that produce the ingredients for such adds as by-products? That's the 
problem w e  wi l l  tq to generate ideas about through wing +he new brainstorming techniques 
we wiZl try ikt this lesson. 

THINKING ACTIVELY 

We have already studied nitrogen and sulfur and iheir common compounds. W e  have also 
investigated acids and bases and learned about oxidation and reduction reactions. The 
chemistry of acid rain involves reactants, chemicaZ reactions, and products that should be 
familiar to you, all of which lead to the premace of harmful io* which cause the real damage 
to l iving h d  non living things Let's fill in this chart to map the chemical pmcesses involved 
in the production of acid Eain. WO& in p u p s  to provide idonnation that w e  can use for the 
chart Use your textbooks as resources. Break the students into groups of three or four and 

assign half the class snIfur-based reactionsand the other half nitrogen-based reactions. After five 
minutes or so ask for reports from the groups about the reactants, about the reactions, and a bout 
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the produck in each of these reactions. Lf the students have difficulty -g in this chart provide 
them with resource material on acid rain like that included at the end of this lesson-Enter the 
reports on a masterhrt  on the chalkboard or ona mmparertcy. The result should look like this: 

Now that we are confronted with this environmental problem, lets see if we come up with 
ideas, possible ways to reduce air pollution and damage caused by acid rain. Let's f i s t  do 
some simple brainstunning. 

Write the purpose of the brahstonning in the first box 
on this diagram h r  generating possibiriW Students 
write statements like: "To find toays of reducing m etimi- 
nahgacidicairpllrcfia caused by flzecombustwn ofsdfur 
and nitTogen compounds, atrdlm fhe dmnage ratlsed by the 
acid ruin that results," Now bnhstorm with a p u p  of 
three other students. List the possibilities that you 
come up with in the possi'ti'ities box, Try to come up- 
with at least five possibilities. After about four or five 
minutes, ask the students whether they are finding it 
easy or hard to come up with more ideas. Uany say that 
they can't Lhink of any more beyond the five or ten that 
their group has already listed on the diagram. Ask the 
groups to report their ideas. As they report, write their 
ides on a large class diagram (on the board, on a 
transparency, or on a poster) for brainstorming to gen- 
erate possibilities. POSSlBLE ANSWERS Make if illegal to 
bum fossil fuds. Use h f t q  p m e d  vehicles- Make more 
buses awilable. Locafe fact&/pouler plants near dam. 
Use better g d i n e  (high& octane): Use b&cr cafalytzc convm!ms. Make if illegal to drive she in a car. 
Bring back more pnssengo hains. Hamess the energy ofvolmmx. Puf all highways undetpund, scrub. 
Mnke cars fhuf hold m e  passengers. Make brtter scrubbers on smokestacks. Make sti& fines for 
polluting air. Educafe'consumers to stop wasting energy, Use g e o f h m l  energy. Use solar energy. 

1 Many of you have said that it was hard to come up with any more ideas. We're going to da ( 



something different now that w i l  help you generate more possibilities. Work again in your 
groups and arrange the list of possibi.#ties into categories. For example, you can put "Use SOIX 
energy" under the category "Using iur dternative source of energy." Write these categories on 
the horizontal lines in the "]Kinds of Possibilities" box. Under the horizontal lines, list the 
possibilities that fall into those categories. Try to think of new possibilities and add them 
under the appropriate categories For example, under Wsing an alternative source of energy," 
y,ou might add "Lasers" or Wuclear reactors" Any new possibilities should be underlined 
and added to the possib.ilities box. After a few minutes, ask for r e p &  on some of the students' 
mtegorig, ds well. new possibilities that they've added. Write these on the class diagiam, 
underlining the new ones. POSSIBLE CATEGORIES AND NEW POSSTBlUTES: mingn new a~ femative 
m g y  source (lasers, nuclear rmtors, plasm~iotr,PyLOh&). Impruving existing fechnulogy and/m 
hmfmmf of &ng air pollution (more e@amf engines in n u ~ W , s e a I  houses, people should wenr 
spacesuits, deoelap communitysmle air scrubbers, stay ilzdwrrs). M a b g  n m  W, k y n g  taxa, 
providing subsidies (tax incentives for c k n  air, tax incentives jbr fhe m of solar power). Reducing 
d m n d s  for power (gizle out free bqcIes). C 

Now work with your groups to add at least one new category. For example, if one of these 
categories had been omitted, it could be added as a new category. Then you could list a whole 

, set of new possibilities that fall into this new category. Underbe any new possibilities that 
fall into thisnew category and move them rrp to be added to the possibilities box.After another 
few minute, ask for some reporb about other.new categories and possibilities and add these to 
the class diagram. PDSSIBLE NEW CATEC;ORIESAND NEW POSSIBlLlTIE Treat iYwarid ruin firaf fails 
asa result ofair pollution bidbases to hkxs to neufrdke fheocids, usespecialacid-wirdbing fmiiike~l. 
M n k  fhings a f f d  by acid rain acid rsisfenf (put m arid resisfmf mating on imiidings, pi and- 
.resistenf p r o t e h e  shidds nbcive mops, w a r  arid-resisim f clofhing). 

Notice how many new possibilities are brought out by these two ways of organizing your 
tbhkhg when you b ~ o ~  Is this a good way to add to the variety of ideas you came up 
with in bainstorming? Do you think you would have thought of these possibilities if w e  
hadn't categorized them fitst, or developed new categories?-Many students say that they 
wouldn't have thought of these new ideas if w e  had ody brainstormed. They reiterate that they 
were finding it hard to add otherideastotheirlistsandsaythat categorizing hdped them to come 
up with new ideas, 

Now let's think about the ideas you've come up with that are unusual. These ideas- involve 
your creative thinking, W&= going to use a technique that will help you g e n e  many more 
creative ideas. This time work individually with 
your diagram for generating possibilities From youi 
possibilities List, choose all of the ideas that -you 
think are unusual or originaL Write these in the last 
box of the diagram. Now let's generate some other 
unusual possibilities by using a different diagram 
The matrix .for generating original possibilities is 
used to combine ideas to ge.nerate new and oAgind 
possibilities. Choose four of your categories and 
write them across the top and again down the side of' 
the diagram. Then try to blend them together. Write 
in the box& of the matrix any new possibilities that 
these combinations suggest . After a few minutes, ask the students to select one of the newly- 
developed possibilities that seems interesting or worth considering and share it witha partner. 
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Then ask a few of the teams to report on one of their ideas. Ask them to ex-plain why it seems 
worth considering. POSSIBLE ANSWERS: Combine using an a ~ f e r n n h  energy source with h*eafmenf 
ofexisting air pollufim m its #& (USE sohr c u l k f m s  fO cmer the surface ofsmokestacks and supply 
p e r  to  run smbbers to clean exhausf gm, Lise windmills on whick to produce power to operrzte an 
ekdrostatic h r c s t  gas scrubber). Combine reducing consumptron on fossil fuels with irnbrmt of 
aisfing air pollution and ifs 4feds (Enclose n'iies in c h r  h a ,  pu?ify fheatnmphere U& fhe dome, 
and produce heal 4 the g r W , u s e  pffecf). 

Now we've generated a list of many more interesting possibilities for reducing or efiminat- 
ing hannfulacidic air pollution andits effects. If you hadrt't used this diagram formmbining 
categaries,would you have thought of khese ideas?Manystudents say theywouldn't haveand 1 that the diagram helped them to think of new possibilitier 

1 
t Even khough it just took a little thinking to come up with a large number of ideas and some 

of them seem very interesting, w e  have to be areful. Sometimes ideas that seem really great 
at the outset turn out to be not so good after w e  think about them a little, and ideas that seem 
doomed to failure turn out to be pretty workable after some thought and perhaps some 

l 
modifications When w e  move beyond brainstorming possible sulutions to a e l m  and 
start to sort out which ideas work best, we are combining important aitical ihinking skills 
with the brainstorming to engage in s W I  creative problem solving W e  win team and 

, practice this technique shortly. But for now, and to prepare for it, let's do one canduding 
activity about ways of dealing with acidic air pollution; Discus with your partner some 
dramstances in whi& it might make sense to do some of the more unusual things now 
included in the possibilities box For ewmple, if there are powerful tidalcurrents h a  coastal 
community fiat typically suffers from smog due to its heavy industries, it might make-sense 

1 to undertake a project that converts energy generation to largely tidal so- With your 
partner, elaborate some circumstances for some of the other possibilities Ask for some 

h reporb. ANSWERS VARY. For srample, some students might ray that putting soh  w~ectms on 
smokestacks might make sense in the following circumstances.. 7 7 ~  climafe is U mmty c h u t e ,  

I sahr coliectm are reIativeIy inexpcmive, andandsolar energy iednologyhas adwnced fo fherxtatt fhaf the 
~ ~ ~ n d s o f s m o k e s f a c k s c r u b h ~ c a n k h n t r d l e d b y f h e m e r g y ~ d d b y ~ s b I n r p a n e l s ~ .  

Work with your group. To help you decide which use of the soil is best, write the.variaas 
things you would want to find out about each of them U& the d&pt;om of the 

: circumstances in which these uses make sense. Jot them down so that you cart share them 
with the class MKSmLE ANSWERS W h e r  t h e  is enough d k  air pdlutMI in a region to be 
harmful frow much if would cost, w~~ if would please people if such a remedy were adopfed WW 
anyone might get hurt if the speci@ possibility w a s  puf info practice, w h d h  it wmLd takPa long time 
to put the solufiotz into practice 

THlNKlNG ABOUT THiNKING 

What questions were important to answer as you did this kind of thinking? Students should 
mention at least the questions that are on the t M n g  map for generating possibilities. If they 
are having trouble, point to some of these questions and ask if each was a question we asked. 
Students idenbfy the following questions: Mrhat aresome possible ways to reduce thhannfuiefjcect~ 
of acidic air pdlu tion ? What othm kinds of hnds ofwrys to do this are fhere besides the ones mmfiaed? 
Are there any unusual or origtml uses? How can you decide which use is besf ? 

What kind of thinking did these questions lead you to do? POSSIBLE ANSWERS: Generating 
possible soiu lions fo a problem. Generafing possibili fies. B rains tanning possibilities. 
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How did you think of $he ideas you first liskd when you brainstormed? POSSlBLE AN- 
SWERS: I thought ofone possible wayof reducing theharm from airpollution, limiting he use of fh@ls  
fhaf pollute by making some illegal. Then I thought of other ways of limiting fhe use ofpolluhnts, by using 
more alternative sources of energy. That led me to thinkabout who does the limiting, usunlty law maker. 
So I thought o f h  elsea hurtnaker might d u c e  iheeffeds ufacidicair poUutton,and c a m  up wifh laws 
that tequin-arpooling. 

Xs this a good way to try to generate ideas? Why or why not? POSSIBLE ANSWERS: We ran get 
a lot of ideas this way. We b e  a chance fo develop some rmlhj monginaI ideYLs h f  we cmr fesf out later. 

Consider the thinlcing map I showed you at the bqhnhg of the Zesson. Is this a good way to 
form questions to guide you for the next time you want ta generate possibilities? If not, how 
would you change it? Most students say that this is a good way to organize the .questions. 

In this activity, you worked in groups. Ts this a good way to do brainstorming or would you 
.ratherwork on your own? Why? Moststudentssay that th&yliketo work ingroupsbemusethey 
get ideas from other students. Lf it comes up, identify thisas "piggybacking." Some students, say, 
however, that they would rather work alone bemuse other students don't let them talk or 
because what other students say makes them confused. If t h e  problems come up, ask the class 
to treat it as a a-tive thmkmg/problem solving task: how can the group work be managed so 
that these problems do not arise? 

The next time you have to generate possibilities, haw will you do it? Will the diagrams w e  
used help you? What wiIl you do &th them? ANSWERS VARY. 

APPLYIMG YOUR THINKING 

IMMEDIATE T W S F E R  

Study the history of the toxic waste problem at Love Canal in New York State.- toxic waste 
problem caused severe advem health effects and ultimately drove people from their homes 
and from this community. Develop a chart abut the specific chemicals involved in this case, 
where they came from (including the chemical reactions used to produce them), and their 
hazards Use the enhanced brainstorming t-ques w e  employed in the lesson on acids in 
the atmosphere to develop ideas about what might be done to "clean up" this site. 

Use the same techniques to brsinstonn what might be done to prevent such calamities in the 
future while at the same time not compromising the need for the use of the types of chemical 
processes that ultimately caused this calamity. 

When you studied ancient Egypt, we learned that the pymrnids are a reminder of this great 
civilization. Imagine you are in charge of building the pyramids. T h e  plan is to build them 
of massive stone blocks. These blocks must be quarried, transported to the site, and moved 
into place. Select one of these tasks, and do some creative thinking to generate possible ways 
of accomplishing it. 

REIWFORCEMENT LATER 

Brainstorm possible ways to keep pests from destroying crops without creating a.hurnan 
pesticide hazard. 



Many wars have been fought because of disputes of different countries over territory, 
resources, etc Pick a war that you have studied. Brainstorm dtmatives to violence as a wav 
of settling the dispute that caused the war. What might the countries have done to avoih 
fighting with each other? C 

Select some dispute that you have been involved in. Brainstorm ways of settling this dispute 
using the techniques employed in the lesson on acids in the atmosphere. 



ACIDS IN THE ATMOSPHERE 

Add rain is caused by the emission of exhaust to form sulfur dioxides whi& then combine 
g ; . +  into.the atmosphere from the b m g  of with water vapor and air in the atmosphere to 
foss3 fuels. Combu~~tion of mal and oil by the form sdfwic  acid. 
transportation, oil dining, power Similarly nitrogen oxides, both NO and NO, 
and heavy industries of the worId all contribute result from the combustion of gasoline in the 
to acid formation in the atmosphere.Gasoline internal combustion engine. 
hmmg vehicles and coal burning electricity Precipitation of sulfate and nitrate ions can 
gmeratingpowerutiliti~arethemaindprits. decrease the pH of a mountain lake to toxic 
Electricity production accounts forabout 30% of lw& For example in Swden, h& of the lakes 
air pollution worldwide Annually automobile are atidic and in West Germany M of the 
and power plants release more than 125 million forests have been damaged add rain. 
tons of add forming molecules into the atmo the p~ of a mountain me drops as a 
sphere. . result of an increase in the add content of the 

Water vapor in the unpoUuted atmosphere is atmosphere, aquatic animak and P- -i- 
normally somewhat aadic (pH 5.6) due to oxi- five t~ changes in pH am adversely ef- 
dation of atmospheric carbon dioxide to form fected; often dying. It does not a e  a large 
carbonic acid (%CO,). change in pH to produce major effects. For 

example at a pH of 5.4 the fish population drops 
CO; + +yCo3+H+ + HCO; off pMpitosly. At a pH of 5.2, snails &p 

pear. Many p h i s  also become threatened by - - 

However, indushialized regions of the effects of add rain OR their leaves- 

the United States and Europeroutinely produce Acid rain also has a very harmful effect to 
a pH of precipitation of about 4. There are case artifam, e-y b u i l w , a d  
on r-rd where rain has been as aadic as Iemon *Y ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ e ~ ~ d e o f  ~ b ~ e .  
juice (Norway, 1987) and in one incident at Kane, Sulfuric add beaks down marble ( y s h b e d  
Pennsylvania, as acidic as vinegar. calcium mrbonate) into calcium sulfide, a much 

is -de up of a mixture of nihic sufter material; and rel- carbon dioxide, 
(HNO,} and s u h r i c  acids carried on to thefollowing reactioh. ' 

airborne dust particlesand in water vapor. These 
adds come from nitrogen and sulfur oxides + Caco, yo -+ + C q  
produced as a by-product of the combustion of 
fossil fuels. For example sulfur impurities corn- f i ~ g  on many public buildings and menu- 
mody f 0und in coal used to produce electricity men ts is often a sign of the effects of acid rain. 
in power plants are o~dized during combustion 



FOR USE IN THE LESSON EXfEIISlOW 

There are a number of countermeasures 
POW being used to fight acid rain. Autotnotine 
tCatatytic conoerters and smokestack scrubbers 
!deal with preventing nitrogen and sulfur ox- 
ides from reaching the atmosphere, Neuirdizu- 
tiun deals with getting rid of the acid once it has 

deposited on lakes, soil and forests. 

i utralizatim h e  way to- deal with the 
' dug of acid in lakes is to neutralize it by 

dding a base. Recall that E ,neutralization reac 
tion is a doubie replacement reaction, one in 

hich the mixing of an acid and a base pre 
uces water and a salt. i' 1 

1 add base salt water 

Acidified lake water can be neutralized by 
dding the base calcium carbonate (CaCO,), 
Iso called hestone. Limestone is used be- 
use it is easily found in the large amounts 
i d l y  used to treat a lake. 

&SO, + CaCO, + (2% + CO, + E$O 

Smubhing InrqmIlSe to 
~t ionsrequ ir ingdeanera ir , ind~  emis- 
sions from smokestacks havekenreduced asa 
result of w t m g  fuels before they are burned, 
treating fuels as they are bemg burned and treat- 
ing flue gases after cornbudion Sulfur dioxides, 
resulting from the wmbustion-of sulfur impuri- 
ties found in -1 is a chief mbibutor to acid 
rain 

Prior to combustion d can be deaned of 
many impurities by a method &led physical 
coal cl- (KC). By mixing crushed coaI in 
water, the difference in their specific gravity 
allows coal to float whereas impurities such as 
sulfur sink. Sulfur removal approaches 35% by 
this method. 

It is also possible to remove sulfur dioxide as 
it is -g produced during the fuel burning 
p r o x s i t d .  h a  processded FBC (Fluidized 
bed combustion) pdverkd coal is mixed with 
powdered hestone and burned at high tem- 
perature (1OOO"C). Calcium sulfite is produced 
and sulfur dioxide emissions are reduced. 

SO, + CaCO, + CaS03 + CO, 

Calcium oxide (CaO) is used to neutralize However, to substantially reduce emissions 
ddified sod. is from h e t o n e  at high mbbers  am used. They redurn pollution after 

comhstion by using centrifugal force, electric- 
ity, liqGd sprays, chemicals or other means to - - 

.CaCO, + heat + CaO + CO, 
s&b toxic gases before they leave the stack. 
They can remove 95% or more of suFfur pollut- 
ants from smoke stack flue gases and greatly 

It is then mixed with water to fom slaked rain. 
prne(Ca(OH), Look at Figure 1 below. It is a diagram which 

shows how three of these methods work. 
CaO + H$l + Ca(OH), + heat 

Cyclones Cyclones are a mechanical process 
Slaked lime is then applied to acidified soil. to remove -lid and Liquid partide.5 

l the waste gas stream before it enters the abne  
I 

Ca(OH), + H,% + Cam, -t 2H,O 
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stahc Precipitatm Electrostatic pre- 
dpitators are idso used to remove small par- 
ticles from the gas stream. They axe used in 
nearly all power plants. Duty gas enters in a 
horizontal direction where it passes along high 
voltage electrodes which ionize small partides 
suspended in the gas stream. The gas stream 
then p m  through a series of collecting plates 
which have the opposite charge. The plates 
collect the ionized pollutants which a n  then be 
disposed of. The following figure diagrams this 
proa3.  

Figure l 

sphere. Duly gas with suspended partides of 
waste enter the cydone on top. As the stream is 
forced down it spirals. Partides suspended in the 
gas stream are forced against the sides of the 
cyclone where they fall by gravity to the bottom. 
The tlmner gas stream is then either fed into 
another cyclone or is sent to the smokestack. 
Multiple cyclone collectors can remove about 
90% of solid and liquid partides from gasstreams. 

Svrav Towers Spray towers are also know as 
wet scrubbers and work by bringing a h q i d  Figure 2 
spray (usually water) into contact with a con- 
taminated gas stream. When they mix, the water CaMytic Converters There are about a half a 

will dissolve soluble contaminants and thespray biIlion automobiles in the world and they all 
will capture stream borne particles. Dirty water contribute to air pollution. Auto emissions in- 
is collected at the bottbm of the wet scrubber. clude poflutantssuchas hydrocarbons(HC) and 
Refer to Figure l above. carbon rnonoxide(C0). T k s e  are removed at 

A spedalized prcxless of wet saubbing can be one end of a typical automotive catalytic con- 

applied to t h e ' d e s ~ t i o n  of flue gases. It verter by combining with oxygen in the pres- 

combin& the technology of thespray tower with a c e  of heat and a catalyst (platinum or p a h -  

neutrihtion chemistry to clear sulfur dioxide dium 1 to produce carbon dioxide and water 
vapor in a catdyzed combustion reaction. from smokestack emissions.Thevrocessisknown 

as flue gas desuhrkation (FGD) During FGD 
the wet saubber spray is made up of a slurry of CO + HC+ 0, + Heat +C02 + H20  

water and either lime or limetone. Sulfur diox- 
ide reacts chemically with the slurry in the pre- Refer to Figure 3 below for a diagram of a 
ence of oxygen and is removed as calcium sulfate. typical automobile catalytic converter. 

The automobile is also the main culprit in the 
CaCO, + SO, + Cam, + CO, production of airborne nitrous oxides which 

CaSO, + 1 /20, + CaSO, end up reacting to form the n i t r i c  add part of 
acid rain. Regulations now require the installa- 
tion of catalytic converters to remove not only 



1 rbon monoxide and hydrocarbons, but also 
ost of the nitrogen oxides present in automo- 
ile exhaust emissions. This poses a problem 

1- 

-- . 

because the same process (combustion at high 
temperature) which gets rid of CO and HC 
increases the production of nitrous oxids .  
Therefore,a different catalyst, Rhodium, is used 
to remove nitrogen oxides, NO and NO, - 

A' catalys't i n k a s s  the -rate of a reaction 
without being used up in the reaction It d o e  
this by lowering the amount: of energy n-- 
mry to make the reaction happen In many 
catalyzeci reactions i'his is accomplished be- 
causethecatalystpmvidesasurfaceupon which 
the reaction can more easily occur. Rhodium 
works in this &hion. When exhaust emissions 
pass through the rhodium covered honeycomb 
found at the other end of t h c a  talyhc converter 
the reduction of nitrogen oxides to nitrogen gas 
and oxygen is catalyzed. 

NO + NO, + Heat -+ N, + 0, 



~NFUQHG THINKING INTO INS~RUCTIOMECONDARY G ENERA~ING POSSIBI~ES 

Sample Student Responses Acids in the Armosphere 
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THE HUMAN ORGANISM 

LESSON 

INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND THtNKING SKILUPROCESS 
. - 

We often recognize parts that make up a whole. For example, most sf us can readily name the 
major parts of a bicycle, We also may know how these parts work Some have obvious 
functions: the seat is for sitting, the handle bars are for steering, the air valve allows air into 
the tire. Other parts, however, have a more complex operation. For example, how do the 
caliper brakes on a bicycle work? PUSSELE ANSWER They work by pinching both sides of the 
tire rim, producing friction, and slowing or stopping the wheel from turning. That' S how they 
slow or stop the bicycle. 

Just as a bicycle is a system of parts working together, each part is also a system of parts. To 
understand how the brakes work, we have to be able to identify and determine the function 
of the parts of the brake system Who can identify the parts which make up the brakes on a 
bicycle? Bring a bicycle into the classroom, or draw a diagram of a bicycle on the chakbard to 
illustrate t h e  parts. ANSWERS INCLUDE: The brake pads, caltpers, cable ties, tazsh nuts, springs, bolt 
and w m h s  that hoZd the two sides of t k  calzpers fog&. Most of you understand how these parts 
work with each other to stop the bicycle. Demonstrate how the parts of the brake system work 
together to stop the wheel from turning, or elabomte your diagram to show this. 

Most of us already know enough about a bicycle and its parts to diagnose m y  of its problems 
and make simple repairs. For example, what is prubably wrung with a bicycle which produces 
a rubbing sound every time it moves, and how would you correct the prubiem? POSSIBLE 
ANSWERS: The brake calipers are nof centered and the hake pad on one side is rubbing; frx by cmfering 
the brake calipers. The wheel axle is not centered within the fmkand the oft-cenfer u1heel is rubbing against 
one prong; f i x  by loosing the axle nuts and recen imhg flw wheel befwem fhe fork prongs. The wheel rim 
is bent arid rubs as if turns; f i x  by either replacing the wheel or adjusting the tension on ifs spokes. When 
we figure out what part of a whole mechanism is malfunctioning we are "troubleshooting" 



the problem. The reason that w e  can so readily troubleshoot the rubbing sound in the above 
example and identify the parts responsible, is because we understand what their function is 
in the bicycle. In a sense we have a bicycle troubleshooting guide in our head because of this 
understanding. Understanding the fundion of the parts is a result of knowing what would 
happen if the part malfunctioned or was missing. 

In order to fully understand the whole, may part must be named, its function defined and its 
- relationship to the whole expressed Lets see how dose you come to fully understanding how 

a bicycle works. Work in groups and list as many bicycle parts and their functions as you can. 
PUSSIBLE ANSWERS INCLUDE: brakes, to slow own and stop the bzcyc1.e; handlebars, to turn the wheel 
in order fo steer the bzcycle; hand grips, pruvidc nonslip surface to hold on to so that you can steer; gear 
shij?m,pull thegearship linesso thechain wi!l moaein and out of m g ~ g m f  with thegears;handbraka, 
pull the hake lines in order to close fhe calipers; brake lints, close the calipm; g m  lines, ship fhe chain 
guide; chain guide ,changes gear ratios; axle, holds wheels; wheel rim, holds fires; tire, grips the ground 
so fhaf when the wheel mmes fhe bzcycle m along the ground; spokes, absorb bumps, smoo fhm ride, 
holds fhe wheel rim straighf; frame, holds rnoaing parts; w t ,  supports rider; reflectors, pfmoznde safefy; 
ca l ip~s ,  force h& p& against w m  rim; ..:~ ................................................ A ..... .. ....... -...A.-..?,.. ..... % .... , .... v..z2~...~...~ ...... ,. ...... ~ ...... . .~.~. .:.. .~. . ... 

pads, pruducefnctbn . Co~gratulatinns, it appears DETERMf NING PARTS-WHOLE 
that you know a lot about a bicycle. You under- REMTIONSHIPS 
stand haw its parts function. In oxder to have 2 
undestood the between the parts 1. What smaller things make up the whole? 
and the whole bicycle you probably thought in i 
a manner described a thinking =P S-= j 2. For each pan, what would happen to the 
to this one iat right). For example, after YOU whote if were missing? 
identified the brakes as a major part of a bicycle 
I askedyou to &linkabout thekfunctian, If YOU : 3. what is the function of earn part? 
thought about question (2) and asked 'What 

. .  . . .  would happen to the bike if i t  had no brakes?" ' ~ . ' .  

in order to respond to question (31, what came to your mind? Solicit responses from the whole 
~~~SS- 'ANSWERS INCLUDE: I wouldn't be able to slow or stop the hike w h  l wanted to. I might crash and 
hud myself. Tizefuncfion ofthe brakes is to slow or stop fire bikz when the rider wants to  in order to az~oid 
crashing and hurting himself m- huself. Thinking in this manner can also guide you when you are 
investigating a whole object whose parts you are less familiar with than a bicycle. 

Organisms are also mechanisms which can be well understood by identifying their parts and 
understanding what wodd happen if the part malfunctioned or was missing. In biology we 
have already explored the detailed composition of many plants and animals by naming the 
parts which make up €he whole organism, then learning the function of the parts, and then 
the relationship between these parts much like we did in the discussion of the bicycle. You 
may not have been aware of it, but you were practicing skillfulthhking! What are some other 
things you have studied that you now recognize you have studied in this way? ANSWERSVARY 
BUT MAY INCLUDE: the components o f fhe  atom; the irzfmactions of various types ofafums in forming the 
macrmolecules of life; fhe cooperation between o~ganeIIes necessa y for the functioning of  he cell; fhe 
relafionships bctwem diffoenf tissues making up organs. You may have noticed that the "wholes" 
become more complicated and the "parts" more varied as the course progresses. 

In order to cope with this increasing complexity, a somewhat more formal organization of our 
thinking guided by the thinking map or parts-whole relationships will be helpful. Seeing the 
"big picture" and appropriately determining parts-whole relationships of complex material 
is an ideal opportunity to explicitly practice skillful thinking in bioIogy. 



THlNKlNG ACTIVELY 

Today we begin a unit on the most complex of all living organisms, the human body. In fact 
there are so many parts which make up the human organism that one entire division of 
biology is devoted to naming them (human anatomy) and another to describing how they 
work (human physiology), another to describing how they malfunction (pathophysiology) 
and another to kroubleshmting and repairing the problems (medicine). The most direct way 
to study so complex a whole'is to bfeak it down into manageable collec'tions of pat&. In humari 
biology the maj or collections of parts are called organ systems. How many organ systems can 
you name? In your groups make a List. ANSWERS INCLUDE: T h e  digestive system, fhe respiratory 
system, fh nervous system, the reproductive system, the circulato?y system, the skelefal system, the 
mlcscular sysfem. LESS OFIEN MENTIONED: The endocrine system, fhe i n k p m f a r y  system, the 
lymphatic system, and t ? ~  urinary system. 

Let's first apply the steps in the parts-whole thinking map to the organ systems in learning 
about the human organism Work in your groups and 
use this graphic argan:ker for determining parts-whole 
relationships to enter the list of organ systems you just 
developed in the boxes for parts of the object Write 
T h e  Human Organism" in theboxmarked T h e  Whole 
ObjecL" Use your text as a reference to add any others 

I 
that may have been omitted so that you have a complete 
List of human organ systems. After a few minuts solicit 
responses about the organ systems from the dass and 
demonstrate on a transparency how to fill in the parts of 

I the object section of the graphic with organ systems. Have 
I ezch goup name one organ system and return to that 
I group after others have had a chance to contribute. 
I Produce a &ss response composite on a L-parmcy. 1 All twelve organ systems should be inc!uded 

1. Just as we did with the brake system in the bicycle, 
breakeach of these systems into theirmajorcomponent 
parts. For example, the digestive system is made up of 
which components? Ask for rsponses from the whole 
class, but accept only one per student responding. ANSWERS INCLUDE: the mouth and feefh, the 
mphagus, t he s tmh , fhe  infRsfines, the rectum, fhe anus. Work together in your groups again and 
List the major components of each of the systems of the body you have identified under"made 
up of" in &e boxes in your diagram. Use your tertbboks if you need them. After a few 1 minutes, ask the groups to report by mentioning a set of parts of one of the organ systems. Write 
h e '  on the transparency of the graphic organizer. ~ S W E R S  INCLUDE: Skekfal system: Iwnes, 
joints, caridage; muscular system: muscles, Zigamfs,  tmdons; nmous s y s f m  brain, recepfors, spinal 
cord, m e s ;  cardiuuascular sysfm: heart, blood vessels,arferips, blcod; urina y system: kidneys, btadrler, 
urethra, U refer-; reproductive system: mate and f m l e  repruducfive organs; reswatory system: pharynx, 

I larynx, trachea, bronchial tubes, lungs; lyrnphaiic system: Thoracic ducf, lymph nodes, lymph vessels; 
' 

endrocine systm: various glands, pancreas, testes, ovnn'es, hornones; integumentary system: skin, hair, 
m nails. 

,* Now that we have assembled a list of human organ systems and their parts, lets figure out 
what the function of each system is. By learning what each system contributes to the biology 
of the entire organism, we should be able to uncover relationship between the systems. In 



~HFUSING THINKING INTO INSTRUCTION~ECONDARY PARTS OF A WHOLE 

other words we should reach an intelligent understanding of how the whole human organism 
works by understanding the relationships between its parts. In order to determine the 
function of an organ system, let us ask the question that appears an the thinking map: What 
would happen to the whole organism if the particular organ system did not work? Remember 
how we did thiswhen we asked what would happen if the brakes failed while you were riding 
a bike? Lets apply this tactic to the study of the human organism. In your p u p s  consider one 
organ sys tern. Assign each of the organ systems to a different group. Ask them to write the name 
of their organ systems on the "Park Considered" arrow in the diagram. Discuss what might 
happen to the human organism if this organ system were to malfunction because one or more 
of its parts did not function, or if it didn't work at aU, Use your text as a source of information 
if you need to. For your assigaed organ system fill in the What would happen to the object if- 
the partwere missingbox If possible have students view appropfite episodes of the video Body 
Atlas, or other relevant source materiaL After a suitable inquiry period have each group report 
back by identifymg their organ system and then dscribing what would happen if it malfunc- 
tioned. POSSIBLE AN-: If the skin fails, the body will become dehydrated. If  the joints get arthniic, 
movement will be di@ulf. If muscles atrophy, sfrm@ will dimppear. If the spinal cord is severed, 
paralysis will result. If the heart stops, if will no lunger be able to pump b i d  fo the bnain and the body 
will die. If f.k lymph system fnils, edema will result. If the lungs get damaged, orfiil to operate because 
of disease, suficatim mighf result. If the s f m c h  weren't there, digestion of certain foods would not be 
possibk nnd malnuiritian or &fh might resulf. If the infatines stop wading, food will not be digested 
and stamfion will rsult .  1 .  the kidneys malfunction, blood b m  poisons will reach toxic Imels. lf 
reprodurfive organs fail thm ihwe wmld be m reproducfim. If the immune system failed, then our body 
would be dpfenseks again& p a t h p  rznd we would get serious infections. 

Based on these ideas, take a few minutes and reflect on the function of the organ system in 
relationship to the organism and then write a statement summarizing your thoughts in the 
bottom box of the graphic organizer. Have two or three groups report back, and ask each group 
to turn in copies of their graphic organizer, POSSlBLE ANSWERS 7l .e  function of fhe skin is to 
protect other organs. The heart pumps and delivers oqgen and nutrients to fissues. The un'nary system 
stores and then removes niftogenous waste and excess rnefabolifes. The lymphatic system rmwes excess 
liquids from fissues,and lymph nodes act to strainfmeipn mnter%zls from lympth and blood. The immune 
system provides defme againsffireign organisms that might damage parts ofthe body by infection, such 
as bacter2a. 

m Now that each group has determined 
the function of a major part of the 
human organism, lets put this inf or- 
mation together in a way which will 
reveal the relationships between the 
parts and the whole, between the or- 
gan systems and the functioning of 
the whole human organism. Record 
the results from each group on the 
summary chart of all the parts consid- 
ered (the "Interrelationship Between 
Parts and Whole" graphic organizer) 
and g v e  a copy to each group. We will 
now put all this information about 
the function of organ systems together 
so that we might understand the rela- 
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tionship between organ systems and the human organism. Each group should compose a 
statement indicating the intelxeiatianship between these twelve organ systems as they 
contribute to the functioning of the human organism. Remind students to be sure to consider 
not only the relationshp between organ systems and the organism, but also between various 
organ systems themselves. As examples, dscribe some of the interrelationships between the 

, cardiovascular and respiratory systems; the immune and lymphatic system; the nervous and 
I muscular systems. Geate  a large version of this new graphic. erg-er with the warts, what 

would happen if the part were missing, and the function boxes filled in as they are on the copies : given to the students. Post this on the wall or on the chalkboard. When the groups have 
composed their relationship sta tentents, aska few of the groups to report. Collect the statements 

a from all of the groups and Mend them together into one integrated statement from the whole 
class. This may take ovenright. POSSIBLE ANSWERS: The human machine is built to procure and 
c m u m e  food and fh process if into an absorbnble source of energy that is used fo pozoe~ sdf dt$mse, 
propagutim ofthe species and mdabolic h o u s e ~ g .  Higher fhinking cmters of the brain wurk with the 

t sensory apparatus for fhe nemous system to locaie food and then cwrdinafe muscle con~izctiotzs which 
produce movement of bones; as a result food is acquired and ingesfed. Mmztlhile, s t d y  state body 

' temperature, blood pH, lrmnane and enzyme concenfraiims, hurt and respiratory rates, are adjusted in 
response to a fing by the endonine system. Nutrients absorbed aredelivered fo cells by vessels containing 
blood pumped by fhe hrt. Oxygen, required for the metabolism uf nutrients into life sustaining energy, 

i is acquired by h respiratmy system and delruered fo each cell by the cirmktary system. Lympfh collects 
W f I u i d s  and strains out foreign pmficks like bacfetia while fk kidneys r m  mss eiecfrolytes and 
nitrogenous m t e s  whzch me fhen coiled& in the bkzdder as urine. Undigsfed is r m d  during 
excretion. The human organism is protectectfi.m the extrrm~l muirmmf by skin and hair and d e f d  

1 against infection wifh the immunesystm. The mgunsysims o f fhe  humn organism cooperate in OT& 

I to maintain continuify of fheqxcm.  This is mhieoed thmugh senrnl repmduciim requiting productia 
j and deiivery of maie and fmQ gametes. 

Just as the organ systems are systems of parts working together, the whale human organism 
is a complex system as weL Based on your park-whole analysis,'work in your p u p s  and 
come up with a definition of wha: makes a system Like these systems. What is if for something 
to be a system? ANSWERS VARY, but usually indude the idea of parts working together in 
regular ways to bring about an overall result. Students sometimes say that there must be a 
purpose that they all have. This isan opportunity to discuss withstudents the difference between 
results, hctions, and purposes, and to raise with students the question of whether there are 
purposes in the natural world, 

i THINKING; ABOUT THINKING 

! What kind of thinking did we do in this lesson? Determining pads-whole relationships. 

How was the way you thought about the parts of a whale human being different from 
other ways that you've thought about parts of wholes before? ANSWERS VARY BUT W I -  
CALLY INCLUDE: In other school acfioities, l ih  when we studied the atom, I W E  just asked to list 
fhe parts, like the nucleus, electrons, etc. This time I had to fhink about what the parts I idenf+ed 
did - how t h y  helped the whole organism of which r h q  were a part. 

I s  this a better way to think about parts and wholes? Students typically say that it is 
.because they understand what they are studying better. They say that they especially like 
figuring out how all the parts work together. 



How did you decide what parts to write in the "parts" boxes? ANSWERS VARY, but include 
two standard approaches. ~ i t h e i  they thought about the big parts first, and then asked 
'What are these parts made of?", or they thought about the big parts and then, for each 
part, broke it down into its parts. This was easy in this lesson because they were asked to 
think about the "systems" that make up the human organism, and they had already 
studied these. In some cases, students identified these systems by asking themselves 
what the human organism d o s  and thenhow it 6oes it. Having a diagram of the human 
body helped, some say. They wanted to make sure they got all the major systems of the 
body. 

How did you figure out what would happen if the part you were considering were 
missing or defective? Students often mention that they tried to remember, cases in which 
someone Jacked one of his or her body parts, and what happened to the person. Or they 
say that they imagined they didn't have one of their body parts, and then imagined what 
it wodd be like. Some students say that they remembered what wodd happen from 
their work in biology, while others had to look up what would happen in their text or in 
a reference book 

Is thinking about what would happen if the part were missing a good way to figure 
out what ehe part does? Many students say that once they've said what will happen i f  
the part were missing it's easy to figure out what the function of the part is. Students 
often say, however, that we should make sure we get reliable information a b u t  what 
will happen if the part were missing because we could make a mistake if the information 
weren't correct. Many students say, however, that when they don't know what will 
happen (usually when they are unfamiliar with the part) and have to look up what will 
happen if the part were missing, damaged, or diseased, it would be just as easy to look 
up directly what h e  functior. of the part is in some reference book However, they say 
that by finding out what will happen if the part were missing they understand what the 
iunction of the part is much better than if they just read how it functioned. 

APPLYING YOUR THINKING 

IMMEDIATE TRANSFER 

Perhaps the most important parts of a Living thing are its cells. Living cells are the basic 
building bf ocks of all living things. As you know from your studies, Living cells have parts 
that function together to make a cell be able to do what it does in a living organism. Use the 
strategy for parts-whole analysis to determine what the parts of a cell are and how they 
function. 

Determine the parts of the whole that makes up our solar system What  are each of the parts 
and how do they function with regard to the whole? 

The school system in which you are learning is also a whole with parts that have specific 
functions. Use your skill at parts-whole relationships to determine the relationship between 
the parts of the school system and the whole system. Include specific consideration of 
individual people in the roles they have in the school system, e.g. your school principal, the 
crossing guard, etc. 



REINFORCEMEIYT LATER 

lust as many natural things make up complexsystemsin which parts interact Like in the human 
body, so do many human-made objects Identify some complex human-made objects or 
systems. ANSWERS VARY BUT SOMETIMES INCLUDE: A jet airher, an automobile, a computer, 
a telephone, fie telephone system, a factory, the government, Pick one of these and do a 
parts-whole analysis of it. When you've finished make up a systems diagram to . show . how 
the parts interact. 

Apply what you've learned about parts-whole d y s i s  to something you've been 
studying in one of your other sub je& in school, for example the parts of a story, of a piece 
of music, of a musical instiument, of a family, of a compls: society like the United States, 
or of a language. 

t 



INFUSING THINKING INTO INSTRUCTION~ECONDARY PARTS OF A WHOLE 

Sample Student Responses*The Human Machine-The Function Qf a Part 

CARDtCT 

Intestmes Ligaments 

if any of the organs which make up the digestive system -the esaphagus, stomach, intestines, remm 
and anus-were to h a m e  impaired or fail, then the absorption of nutrients and twbsorption of Water 
into the blood would be either restricted or prevenled. If the su@y of energy mntaining nutrients such 
as gfucose are not atwrbed im the Wood then they can nat be transported tD tissues where they are 
akmlotety essential for cetlular metabolism. W~hout fuel and other essential molecules, cells die. tissue 
die, organs die and uMmately the organism dies. Therefore a malfunctioning digestive sysmm can lead 
to malnLnrition and death. Dehydration and death can result from a failure no reabsofb water. 

WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF THE PART? 

The digestive system functions ro provide essential nlrtrients and water to the cellular factory by pro- 
cessing food. l? is composed of a coordinated set of organs which process food by breaking it down 
mechanically and chemically ~nto smaller and smaller particles; ultimately u W e  nutrients are reduced 
to molecule sized fragments which are then absorbed into the blood system for delivery to every cell in 
the body. Undjgested food is collected and evacuated from the anus. 
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WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF THE PARTS? 
7 
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Sampte Student Responses The Human Organism All Systems Part I1 

WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PARTS AND THE WHOLE? 
The human organism relies on the cooperation of all 
Its body systems In order 10 survlve. The human 
machlne is bulk to procure and consume food and 
then process it lnto an absorbable source of energy 
that Is used to power self defense, propagatlon of the 
species 8 metabolic housekeeplng. Hlgher thinklng 
centers of the braln work with the sensory apparatus 
af the nervous system to locate food and then 
coordinate muscle contractions whfch produce 
movement of bones; as a result food Is acquired and 

Ingested. Meanwhile, steady state body tempera- ture, 
blood pH, hormone, and enzyme concen- tratlons, 
heart and respiratory rates are adjusted In response to 
eating by the endocrine syslem. Nutrients absorbed 
are delivered to cells by vessels contalnlng blood 
pumped by the heart. Oxygen, requlred for the 
metaboltsm of nutrients lnto llfe sustalnlng energy, Is 
acquir ed by the respiratory system and dellvered to 
each cell by the clrculatory system. Lympth collects 
leaked fIulds and strains out 

forelgn particles llke bactarla while the kldneys remove 
excess electrolytes and nitrogenous wastes whlch are 
thon collected In the bladder as urlne. Undlgested 
food is removed durlng excretion. Human organisms 
are protected from the external environment by skln 
and halr and defend against Infection wlth the Immune 
system. The organ systems of human organisms CO. 
operate In order to maintain contlncity of the species. 
This Is achieved through sexual re~roductlon requiring 
productlon and dellvery of mate an'd female gametes. 



GRAPHING CONIC SECTIONS 
Mathematics: Intermediate Algebra Grades 9-1 2 

LESSON 

~WTRODUCT~ON TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKfLUPROCESS 
Think about the different ways that products are grouped in the supermarket. When 

we group things together because they all have something incommon, we are classi£y- 
ing them. With your partner list as many ways as you can think of that food and other 
products in the supermarket are grouped. Give some examples of each way of group- 

: ing them. List students' responses on a chalkboard or newsprint under the heading 
"How things are classified in the supermarket." POSSIBLE ANSWERS: Type offood (fruit, 

I 

vegetables, beverages, mires, pasta), utensilsfor the home (food preparation utensils, storage 1 containers, cleaning tools, wmte containers), beauty or health products (products to clean or 
' profecf teeth, or skin, hair care products,first aid supplies, medicafions for minor ailmnfs),foods 

I 
that are used together (cake preparation [mixes, spices,jlour, sugar], efhnicfooods, foods for special 

I diets), size and type of container (bulk or giant size packages may be grouped together on racks 
/ that are large enough to hold them), storage lfood that doesn't spoil quickly is stored on shelves, 
l perishable foods in a refigerator, orfrozen foods in a f reaer ) ,  whether or nof a sales person has to 
I get you a parficular amounf (bakery or deli products are bought by the amounf the customer 

wanfs), whether or not a sales person has to take special care of it (fruit and vegetables in the 
produce department musf be wafered, rofafed, and spoiled ifems removed each day). 

We always have a purpose for classifying things the way we do. Select one way of 
classifying things in the supermarket and describe to your partner why you think 

1 things are grouped that way . List students' responses under the heading "Why things 
are classified this way." POSSIBLE ANSWERS: Type qr'food (fo find them easily when needed), 
rllensils for the ilolne (fofznd them easily and to display the type or s ix  ojrrtensil that is needed 



I for n task), beauty or health products (to find them easily), faods thal are used together (to remind 
rrs ofproducts that are used in the same types of recipes, to show substitutes ofsome products, to 
display fhem fhe way people store fhem af honze tofind them easily), storage (to prevent spoilage), 
whether or not a sales person has to  get you a particular amount ( to get only the amount offood 
that the customer wants), whether or not a sales person has fo fake special care ofil (to kePp if 
fresh). When the list is complete add a summary statement at the bottom, for example: In 
the supermarket most things are classified to help us find what we want to buy and to 
keep the food fresh. ' ' 

1 .  

Once things are classified a certain way, we have to understand what defines things 
in these categories in order to add other things to the same goup. If you worked at the 
supermarket and stocked shelves every day, you'd have to know where to put things. 
Sometimes products come labeled and it's easy. For example, when you unpack a box 
which is labelled MacIntosh Apples, it's easy to put them in the correct bin: the one 
marked MacIntosh Apples. However, when things don't come labelled, you have to 
know what characteristics products should have in order to fall into the different 
categories, and you have to be able to identify items that have these characteristics so 
that you can put them in the right bin. To define a category, we identify its defining 
characteristics: the set of characteristics that all and only that kind of thing has. For 
example, when we think of fruit, knowing its defining characteristics help us identify 
many kinds of foods that fall into that category. With your partner, list all the defining 
characteristics of fruit that you can think of, After partners have had time to list charac- 
teristics of fruit, record their responses on the board. POSSIBLE ANSWERS: Fruitgrows on 
plants (frees, bushes, vines). I t  is thepeshy part of the plant that surrounds the seeds oftheplnnt 
where a blossom used to be. Thefleshy parf can be aten wifhouf being cooked. 

Knowing the defining characteristics helps us identify things correctly. It may be 
easy to identify fruit, but where in the fruit section should you put a specific type of 
fruit? That depends on what defines the kind of fruit it is. Hold up the kiwi f i t .  If 
none is available, select a fruit or vegetable that students do not commonly buy. 'What is 
this? A kiwi. How would you describe it to someone else? If is afruit ihaf is smaller tJmn n 
pear and larger than a plum. It has a thin brown skir,, somefimes looks almost hairy, and has 
green pulp inside. If tastes mildly sweet and comes origznallyfiom the South Pacrfic. Why 
would it be important to know the defining characteristics of the kiwi? POSSIBLE AN- 
SWERS: Ifyou have to  put newfruit out, you'd know where to put ktwis. l fyour mother sends you 
to the supermarketfor one, you need to  know what to  lookfor or ask for. You aiso need to Icnow 
tuhichfrrrif the sign and the price refers fo. You may also have to  know w h f  you are getting, if 
you are trying onefor fhefi~st time, so that you can make sure that it is fhe righfjxif. To de- 
&be a kiwi accurately or to be 
sure that we are selecting the 
right fruit when we look for a 
kiwi, w e  must be very clear of the TOP DOWN CLASSIFlCATlON 

defining characteristics of a kiwi. 
l. What are the defining characteristics of the category (ies) 

under which I want to ciassify things? 

( whether a specific item is classi- 1 )  I 1 

The thinking map to the right - 

summarizes the questions to ask 
when you try to determine 

( fied correctly: 

2. What are the characteristics of the items to be classified? 

3. Into which category should each item be classified? 
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FUSING THINKING INTO ~NSTRUCVON - SECONDARY CLASSIFICATION 

It isn't just in the supermarket that things are classified. We classify almost every- 
thing we know about in a variety of different ways, all for various purposes. When 
you studied mathematics in elementary school, for example, you found that in math- 
ematics numbers are classified in various ways, such as into whole numbers or frac- 
tion~. So are the shapes that you studied in geometry. They are classified in various 
ways for the purpose of understanding important facts about them. Like in the super- 

, market, once we understand what defines the way we classify different types of tri- 
angles, for example, we can identify individual ones that should be classified the 
same way. Then we h o w  that what we can prove about the type of triangle applies to 
the individual triangles that are of that type. For example, when you classify triangles 
by the size of the angles what are the different ways that they are classified in geom- 
etry? Righf triangles, obtuse triangles, and acute triangles. What are the defining character- 
istics of each of these types of triangles? POSSIBLE ANSWERS: Right triangles have one righf 
angle; a right angle has 90 degrees. Obtuse triangles have at least one angle that is more fhan 90 
degrees. Acute triangles have all three angles less than 90 degrees. When you sort them by 
sides, what small groups can you sort them into? Equilateral triangles, scalene triangles, 
a d  isosceles triangles. What are the defining characteristics of each of these types of 
triangle? In equilateral triangles all three sides are the same Zength. In isosceles triangles two 
S& are equal. In scalene triangles none of the sides are equal Iengfh. 

Given these defining chnracteristics, how would you clas* 
sify the following triangle? Ask for responses from the class. This 
triangle is a righi triangle fhat is isosceles. What are the defining char- 
acteristics of the triangle that you noted on the basis of which you 
classified it  &is way? I t  has n right angle and fwo sides are equal in iengfh. 
What are some theorems that you have learned about right triangles? The 
pyfhagorean theorem: the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum ofthe squares of 
fhe ofher two sides in a righf trinngle. This is what I meant when J said that once 
you have classified a specific triangle a certain way - for example, as a right tri- 
angle - you know that what you've proved about the type of triangle it is (in this 
case the pythagorean theorem) applies to this particular triangle. Can you think of 
anything else you know about this triangle because it is an isosceles triangle? 

THINKING CRITICALLY 

In analytical geometry we've been studying ways that algebraic equations can be 
mapped onto graphs in a way that produces straight lines with certain characteristics, 
their slope. Review positive, negative, and zero slopes, and explain to students the 
algebraic equations that define these slopes. 

We are now going to use skillful top-down classification to identify equations 
which produce graphs which axe not straight lines. One set of equations in particular 
produces lines which are collectively called conic sections. The four different curves 
representing different conic sections that we will study in this lesson are the ellipse, 
the parabola, the hyperbola, and the circle. We will derive the standard form of the 

I 
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algebraic equations that define each of these curves. Explain that the graph of a conic 
section can be represented by the intersection of a plane and a cone. Drsw a sketch on 
the board or on a transparency which clearly demonstrates this. Remind students that 
they have already learned the standard form of the quadratic equation, y = axZ + bx + c, 
and that the graph of this equation is the parabola. Review finding the vertex and the 
axis of symmetry for a quadratic equation. 

A circle is also a conic section. Show students that a circle is formed by the intersec- 
tion of a cone by a plane which is paraIlel to the base of the cone. Explain tha t  a circle can 
be defined as the set of all points P(x,y) in the plane that are a fixed distance from a given 
point C(h,k) called the center. The fixed distance is called the radius of the circle. Ask 
students to use their text to look up the standard form of the equation of a circle. The 
standard fonn of the equation of a circle is defined as {X-h)' + ty-k)' = 9. Practice 
finding the equation of a circle when given the radius and the center. Explain that there 
is an alternate form a an equation for a circle, xZ + y2 t ax -I- by -E c = 0. 

Let's now think about the circle as a way of classifying a geometrical figure in ana- 
lytical geometry. What is the defining characteristic of a circle in analytical geometry? 
Ask for responses from members of the class* Students should recognize the equation fx- 
hI2 + ( ~ - k ) ~  = rZ as the defining characteristic of a circle. What is the defining character- 
istic of a parabola in analytical geometry? It is y = ax2 + bx + c. -. 

We're going to also come up with the standard form of the eqcations that define an 
ellipse and a hyperbola. An ellipse is another conic section. An eIlipse can also be 
represented by the intersection of a cone and a plane* Demonstrate this on the chalk 
board or transparency. Explain that there are two axes of symmetry for an ellipse and 
that the intersection of the two axes is the center of the ellipse. A hyperbola is a conic 
section that is formed by the intersection of a cone by a plane perpendicular to the 
base of the cone. Demonstrate this on the chalk board or transparency. The hyperbola, 
like the ellipse, has two axes of symmetry. But the hyperbola also has two vertices. The 
center of a hyperbola is the midpoint between the two vertices. 

When we have determined the equations that 
define these remaining two conic sections, I'm 
going to give you a number of specific equations 
and ask you to identify which conic section these 
equations represent by determining whether they 
have one or another of the characteristics that de- 
fine these geometrical figure. What I mean by this 
is that you will have to determine whether any of 
the equations I will be giving you to work on can 
be written in the form of any of the equations that 
define the-graphing of these conic sections. In 
order to make this all clear and explicit we're going 
to work with a special graphic organizer for top- 
down classification. I t  looks like this: 
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Enter the four ciassifications of conic sections in the boxes at the top of the graphic 
orgaqizer and write the defining characteristics if the two cur& sections we have just 
worked with in the appropriate part of the box. Now let's complete the top of the 
diagram by finding out the standard form of the equations that define the remaining 
two conic sections, the ellipse and hyperbola. You may consult your text- books for 
these equations or derive them in some other way that you think will yield them. 
students report that the form of the eauations A - of 
an ellipse with its center at the origin are: 

x2/ a2 + y2/b2 = 1 (the axis of symmetry is the 
X axis) 
x2/b2 + yZ/a2= 1 (the axis of symmetry is the y 
axis), 

and that the forms of the equation for a hyper- 
bola with its center at the origin are:. 

x2/a2 - y2/b2 = 1 (the axis of symmetry is the 
X axis) 
y2/a2 - x2/b2 = 1 (the axis of symmetry is the 
y axis) 

Their graphic organizers should now look like 
this: 
Emlain that if the elli~se has its center at the 
o&in then its axes of'symrnetry are the x and y 
axes, and that by finding the X and y intercepts 
for an ellipse, given that it is oval-shaped, a 
graph for sn ellipse can be easily sketched. You 

l 
- 

may wish to explain the use of asymptotes to assist in sketching a hyperbola. Describe 
the equations of asymptotes of a hyperbola with its center at the origin. 

I Here is a specific equation: 

This represents one of the conic section we have been studying with a specific size 
and shape. A shortcut in plotting this on a graph is to determine which conic section 
this represents and then ascertaining its dimensions. When you determine which 
conic section this represents you are classifying the equation as either an ellipse, 
circle, etc. We will use the graphic organizer you have been working on to determine 
which classification the equation falls under. Write this equation under "Item to be 
classified" on the graphic organizer. Now consult the standard forms of the equations 

I for the four conic sections. I s  this, or can this be, written in the form of one of these 
equations? If so, write this in box labelled "Characteristics." This box is for the charac- 
teristics of the item to be classified on the basis of which you can classify the item as 
one or another of the graphed conic sect-ions. Students identify this equation by inspec- 
tion as already in the form of: x = ay2 + by + c. A typical student answer written in the 
characteristics box is: X = 2/2y2 - + I is written in fhefollowing sfandardform: " X  = ay2 + by 
+ c". Now write how the item t i  be cfassified should be classified based on the defin- 
ing characteristic you have just identified. Smdents write "Parabola" in the "Wow Clas- 



Now plot this equation on a graph to confirm the way w e  have classified the equa- 
tion- Include your specifications of the coordinates with your graph. Student work is 
included at the end of this lesson. 

Here is another equation: 

You can't teU by inspection what the form of this equation is. What other technique 
can be used to determine what the form of this equation is? We can fry to simpllh if and 
see gif can be reduced fo one ofthe standardforms idenf$ed abozx. Write your work in the 
characteristics box and identify what the form of this equation is. Students sirnpldy 
this equation to yield (X + 3 /2)2 + (y-112 = 17/4. They idenbfy this as an equation of the 
form (X - h)2 + ( y  - k)=U ?. They write this in the characteristics box. Based on your 
identifying this characteristic of the item to be classified, how shotlld it be classified? 
Write this in the box at the bottom of the diagram, Students enter "Circle" in that box. 

Now plot th is equation on a graph to confirm the way we have classified the equa- 
tion. Include your specifications of the coordinates with your graph- Student work is 
included at the end of this lesson. . .*. 

Here are a number of additional equations. Use the graphic organizer in the same 
way to identify which, if any, of these represent one of the four conic sections. If you 
determine this by inspection, write that in the characteristics box; if you simplify 
these equations to see if any of them has any of these characteristics, show your work 
in the characteristics box also like we did with x2 + y2+ 3x - 2y = l, 

Students identrfy these in the following way, indicating how they made the determina- 
tion: 

(1) circle (by simplification) (2) parabola (by simplification) 
(3) hyperbola (inspection) (4) ellipse (by inspection) 
(5) ellipse (by inspection) ( 6 )  circle (by inspection) 
7) parabola (by inspection) (8) circle (by simplification) 
(9) hyperbola (by inspection) (10) hyperbola (by simplification) 
(11) parabola (by inspection) (12) ellipse (by simplification) 

1 Now plot each of these equations on a graph to determine the exact shape of the I conic section it represents. You may also want to enter all of these equations, together 
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; with the ones that the students worked on earlier in the class, on the multiple-item 
1 graphic organizer for top-down classification so that they can see the variety of equations ) that fall under each of the concepts for the four conic sections. 
I 

THINKING ABOUT THINKING 
' How did you.go about classiQing the equatiors? What did you think about first, 

second, and third? POSSIBLE ANSWERS: I examined them for important characteris tics, de- 
f i ~ d  groups by reference fo otze or another of these characteristics, idcntrfied each item according 
to whetkr it had fhese charac&isfics, and put the items into the defined groups. 1 described what 

! I lenmed about conic secfions by grouping f h m  in these ways. If they are having trouble 
/ remembering, prompt their answers by referring to their graphic organizers. Their de- 
) scriptions of classifying should include the steps on the thinking map for top-down 
I classification: 
i 
j *In what way did classifying specific equations by finding whether or not they had 

characteristics that made it possible to write &em in the forms you were looking for / help you understand the meanings of the words that describe the four conic sections 
we were studying? Why? ~ ~ ~ S B L E  ANSWERS: I t  helps me &fine these words because the 

j difiren t equation forms defined fhe graph fhaf represented the conic sections. I f  helps me under- 
sfand how a circle, an ellipse, a hperbola, and a parabola are allfinned by the inters~ction of a 

' p1~n.e witk cr cone in n wny that the equation forms define w h  you mnke a on the plane. 
Because I could visualize fhis, the words "circle," etc., ham more meaningfor me than it used fo 
have. I used to jusf think of a circle, for example, as a shape with all points equidistantjvm the 
center. Now if has an added meaningfor me. I learned fhat zz Iot of d z e n f  shapes offhe same 
kind kg. an dlipse) all have the-same basic formula that dejines them when f h q  are fhought of as 
conic sections. The words for fhese difimenf kinds (e.g. "ellipse") mean much more fo me now 
because 1 fhink ofa lot of diflerenf kinds of ellipses that nlI have fhis same basic characteristic. 

IS top-down classification a helpful way to learn more about the meaning of classifi- 
cation words and what they stand for? PO~~IBLE STUDENT RESPONSES: I like top-down 

: class@cation because it keeps m f r o m  guessing what types of things items like specific equations 
shndfbr. I have to fhink about what kjnes a type offhing and t h n  see ifhe item I am frying to 
dassih has a characterisfie that matches fhose W n i n g  characteristics. Then I'm certain what 
kind of fhing the item is. Top-down classi@fion, especially the graphic organizer, &S me go 
slowly in a step-by-step way fo t n ~  tofind ouf whaf sort ofthing something is. I t  'S  much beifer 
f h n  just defining words by other words because if gives me practice infinding ouf how to classzh 
things by lookingfor characferistics they hnw fhuf the words standfor; that 'S why i t  helps me to 
undersfand why things are chsz$e~I as they are. 

APPLYING YOUR THINKING 

i IMMEDIATE TRANSFER 
Shortly after the main activity in this lesson and the students r n e t a c ~ ~ i t i v e  reflection, 
ask them to work on the following: 
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Classify equations for conic sections that don't have origins at zero using the S trat- 
egy and graphic organizer for top-down classification. Then plot them on a graph. 
Provide students with material m which they can locate the equation forms that repre- 
sent these conic sections and give them a list of about a dozen specific equations to 
classify. 

Classify algebraic symbols by their functions using the strategy for top-down dassi- 
Gcation. 

+ The natural sciences make use of a number of ways of classifying things that help us 
to understand their properties and what they do. For example, in chemistry chemical 
elements and compounds are classified by their atomic or molecular structure. In 
biology, living things are classified by their cellular complexity and evolutionary 
development. Physics, geology, and other special sciences also have their special ways 
of classifying things. Pick one of these systems of classification and do a top-down 
classification of a dozen or so items that fall under the classification system you have 
chosen. ANSWERS VARY. 

Wow are books classified? Go40 the school (or your town) Library, select a dozen 
books at random, and determine how to classify each using the  strategy for top-down 
classification. Does the way books are classified clarify the different purposes for 

C .  reading them. Explain. 

REINFORCEMENT LATER 
S o m e h e  later in the school yezr ask your students to work on the following: 

Classify solid geometrical figures by the plane figures that are the shapes of their 
sides. 

Classify jobs by whether they provide goods or services to show how the commu- 
nity needs both. 

Classify land forms and bodies of water to clarify correct terms for each. 
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Sample Student Responses Conic Sections Parabola 

/ CATEGORY 

CIRCLE 
DEFINING 

CHARACTERISTICS 
The equation for h e  
can ix written in KFh 
lowing form: 

2 2 2 (X-h) + (y  -k) = r 

f CATEGORY ', 
PARABOLA 

DEFINING 
CHARACTERlSTfCS 

The equation for the 
m be written in the ol 
lowing form: 

y = + \  b x + c  
or 

x = a y 2 +  by+c  

\ J 

CATEGORY \ 

ELLIPSE 
DEFINING 

CHARACTERISTICS 
The equation for the graph 
with the cenrer at the origin 
can be written in tfie fol- 
lowing fom.: 

x 2  y2  
- + m  = l  
a2 b 2  

or 
x 2  y2 = 1 
5 2  + a 2  

1 

/' CATEGORY \ 

HYPERBOLA 
DEFlNlNG 

CHARACTERISTICS 
The equation fur thc graph 
with the centera rhe origin 
can be written in the fol- 
lowing fom: 

xZ - L2 .2= , 
a2 or b2 

Y2 -L2 - 
a2 b z - l  

/' 



Sample Student Responses Conic Sections Circle 

CATEGORY 

CIRCLE 
DEFIN1NG 

CHARACTERIS7CS 
The equation for the 
can be written in the 
iowing fomt: 

2 2 2 (X-h) -t- (y-k) = r 

#' 

CHARACTERISTICS CHARACTERISTICS 



i Sample Student Responses Conic Sections Ellipse 

CATEGORY 

CIRCLE 
DEFINING 

CHARACTERlSflCS . 

The equation for the 
mn be written in ~ l c  E!h 
lowing form: 

2 2 
(x-111~ + (y-k) = r 

CATEGORY 

PARABOLA 
DEFINING 

CHARACTERISTICS 
The equation for the 
can h written in *c E!h 
lowing form: 

y=ax2+ bx+c  
or 

x = a y 2 +  b y + c  

+' 
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id CHEMICAL REACTIONS 
I:I Chemistry Grades 9-12 1 

INTRODUCTlON TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKlLUPROCESS 
Think about the different ways that produds are grouped in the supermarket. When 
we p u p  things together because they all have something in common, w e  are classify- 
ing them. With your partner list as many ways as you can think of that food and other 
products in the supermarket are grouped. Give some examples of each way of group- 
ing them. List students' responses on a chalkboard or newsprint under the heading 
"How things are classified in the supermarket." POSSIBLE ANSWERS: Type of food {@if, 
vegetables, beverage, mixes, pastn), ufensils for the ?mm (food prepmafim utmsils, storage 
containers, cleaning id, waste containers), b a u t y  or M t h  products (prdurfs to dean or 
profecf feeth, or skin, hair care products, Frsf aid supplies, rnedicaf ions for minor ailments), foods 
fhf are used together b k e  preparation [mixes, spices,pmr, sugar], ethnic foods, foods for special 
diets), size and type of container (bulk or giant size pnclmges may be grouped t~gdher on r&ks 
that are large enough to hold f h m ) ,  storage (food fhaf doan 'f spoil quickly is stored on shelm, 
puishabie jouds in a refrigerator, mfrozen foods in a f i e a n ) ,  w h e i k  or not n sales person has to 
get you a particular amount (bakery or deIi products are bought by fhe amount the customer 
wants), whether or not a sales person has to  fake special care of it (fruit nlrd vegetables in the 
produce department must be watered, rotated, and spoiled items renwued ench day). 

.We always have a purpose for classifying things the way we do. Select one way of 
classifying things jlithe supermarket.and describe to your partner why you think 
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things are grouped that way. List students' responses under the heading "Why things 
are classified this way." POSSIBLE AN- Type $food {to find thnn mily when nepded), 
utensiisfor the home (tofind t h m  easily and todisplay the type or size ofufensil that i s  needed 
fm a task), beauty or hcalth products rfo fid fhem dy), foods ibf me used to'gdher (:o remind 
us of products thaf me msd in the smne types of recipes, to shav substitutes of some producfs, to 
display fhem the zvay people sture them at hDme to find them P ~ s I ~ I ~ ) ,  storage (to prmm f spoilage), 
~whthpr m not a sales person has to get you a parhparhmkrr mnount b g& only the amarnt offood 
thaf fhecustmwants), w ~ u r ~ a & p e r ~ ~ ~ h a s ~ ~ s p e n a l c n r e ~ i t  (tokeep if 
fresh). When the list is complete add a summary statement at the botbm, for ewmple: In 
the supermarket most things are cIassified m help us find what we want to buy and to 
keep the fowl fresh. 

Once things are classified a cerbLin way, w e  have to understand what dekes  things 
in these categories in order to add other things to the same group. If you worked at the 
supermarket and stocked shelves every day, yon'd have to know where to put things. 
Sometimes products come labeled and ifs easy, For example, when you unpack a box 
which is labelled Macintosh Apples, Z s  easy to put them in €he correct bin: the one 
marked Madntosh Apples. However, when things don't come labelled, you have to 
h o w  what characteristics produets should have in order to fall into the different 
categories, and you have to be able to identify items that have these charaderistics so 
that you can put them in the right bin To define a category? w e  identify its w i n g  
c h a s a ~ i c s .  the set of characteristics that al l  and only that kind of thing has. For 
example, when we think of fruit, knowing its defining characteristics help us identify 
many kinds of foods that fall into that category. With your parkner, list all the defining 
characteristics of fruit that you can think of, partners have had time to list charac- 
teristics of f i t ,  record their responses on -he board. MlsSIBLE ANSWERS: Fmif grm on 
plants (trees, b u s h ,  vines). I t  is the j k h y  par# of the plant fht surrounds the S& of the plant 
where a blossom used to be. The fishy parf can be eaten w i f h i t  being cookd. 

Knowing the defining characteristics helps us identify things cowctly. It may be 
easy to identify fruit, but where in the fruit section should you put a specific type of 
fruit? That depends on what defines the kind of h i t  it is. Hold up the kiwi fruit. If 
none is available, select a fruit or vegetable that students do not commonly buy. What is 
this? A hi. How would you describe it to someone else? I t  is nfruif that is s d l m  than a 
pear and hger than a plum. I t  kas a thin h m n  skin, sometimes look almost h i  y, and has 
g r m  pulp inside. It tastes mildly sweet ahd miginaflyfrom the South Pacific. Why 
would it be important to know the defining dmacfelristics of the kiwi? POSSIBLE AN- 
SWERS: If you h e  to put naofruif ouf, you'd know where fo put fiwis. If your mother sends you 
to the s u p m r k e f  for one, you need to know what fo look for or nsk far. You also need to  know 
which @it the sign and t k  price rtfers b. You may also have to hm what you are getting, $ 
you are trying one for the first time, so f h t  you can make sure that it is the right Jruif. To de- 
scribe a kiwi accurately or to be sure that we are selecting the right h i t  when we look 
for a kiwi, we must be very clear of the defining 
characteristics of a kiwi TOP DOWN CLASS~FICATION 

1. Whrt u e  & detinmg dumcteritier d the ca- (m) 
The thinking map to the right summarizes the umlarrClich1ummchu#ythings? 

questions to ask when you try to determine 2 W M ~ ~ ~ * r k t i u d t h e i l e n a u r b ~ r a i t i e d ?  

whether a specific item is classified correctly: 3. h o  M a*rpory nhould each t*m ba c * ~ Y i ?  



It isn't just h t h e  supermarket that things are classified W e  classify atmost every- 
thing we h o w  about in a variety of different ways, all for various purposes. When 
you studied mathematics in elementary schml, for example, you found that in math- 
ematics numbers are classified in various ways, such as into whole numbers or frac- 
tions. So are the shapes hi you studied in geometry. They are classified in various 
ways for the purpose of understanding important facts about them. Like in the super- 
m~rket, once we understand what defines the way we classify different types of tri- 
angles, for example, we can identify individual ones that should be classified the 
same way. Then we h o w  that what we can prove about the type of bhngle applies to 
the individual triangles that are of that type, For example, when you classify triangles 
by the size of the angles what are the different ways that they are classified in geom- 
etry? Right triangles, obtuse triangles, and acute triangles- Whaf are the d e h h g  character- 
istics of each of these types of biangles? POSSBLE ANSWERS: fight h+kngks have one right 
nngk; a right ungk has 90 degrees. OMuse triangles have af l& one mgle that is more than 90 
&gm, Acute friangles h e  dI fhree angles less ihun 90 &pas. When you sort them by 
sides, what small groups can you sort them into? Equil~tmal triangles, s d e n e  triangles, 
arrd isosceles friangles. What are the defining characteristics of each of these types of 
txhgle? In equilaferd friar~gles all three sides me the smne length. In isosceles triangles two 
sidw are equal. In scalene trhngles none of the sides are equal h g t h .  

Given these defining characterisucs, how would you clas- 
sify the following triangle? Ask for responses from the class. This 
ft.iangle is a right triangle fhat is isosceles. What are the def- char- 
acteristics of the triangle that vou noted on the basis of which you 
classified it Utis wav? If ?as a right angle and tlw sides me epual in length. 
What are some theokms that you have Ieamed about right triangles? The 
Pythagorean fheorm: the squnre of the hypotenuse is equal to fhe sum if fhe SQZUZT~S of 
fk other two sides in a right triangle. This is what I: meant when I said that once 
you have classified a specific triangle a certain way - for example, as a right tri- 
angle - you know that what you've proved about the type of triangle it is fin this 
case the Pythagorean theorem) applies to this particular trhngle, Can you think of 
anything else you know about this triangle because it is an isosceles triangle? 

T HlNKlNG ACTIVELY 

In chemistry you've been exposed to a number of classification schemes that are 
very useful in this field. Can you identify some of these, STUDENT ANSWERS VARY, BUC 
OFTEN INCLUDE: Matter into elemmfs and cumpounds; chemica! elmenis in the periodic fabk; 
sfats of matfer into solids, liquids, and gasses; types qf rno ldes  into inorganic and organic; 
kinds of chemical reactions. As students respond, write these classification systems on the 
chalkboard or on a transparency. Work with a partnex and select one of these classifica- 
tion systems in chemistry to review. D i m s  the details of the classification system, 
indudhg fie major categories, and subcategories, and discuss what purpose the 
classification system serves in chemistry. After three or four minutes ask for student 
reports about two or three of the classification systems they worked on, writing their 



1 Biology 

SUPERMARKET FOODS 

Grades 6-8 

LESSON 

I INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND THINK1 NG SKILUPROCESS 

Let's think about things or events that we put in ordex. Our class schedule is the order that we 
do things in class each day. W e  think about coins in order of their value. We put books on 
library shelves by topic and within each topic they are ordered alphabetidy by author. We 
List steps to go through in recipies in a specific order. With your partner, list as many things 
that you can think of that you have put in an order, or things that you've encountered that 
others have put in order. Name the characteristics that you thought about to put them in arder. 
On the board, list the examples ju t  mentioned and the characteristics used for ordering. Then 

I 
: add four or five examples from t6e dass ~iscusswh~we might want to these thing& that 

order. Ask students to provide as many different purposes of these sequences as they mn. Write 
them next to the appropriate itm on ~e board. ....,, 

SEQUENCtNG 
When we put things in order, we sequence 

/ themincer& wayc HOW w e  sequence things 1 1. What is the purpose of the sequencing? 11 
5 depends on what Purpose we llave in se- 2. what type of sequence best serves this 

q u e n b g  them that way, which, in turn, de- 
termines the characteristics by which we de- 

ria should be used to fit items into tennine the sequence that the things fit into. 
Here is a list of questions that can guide 
skillful sequencing: 

-" 

8 
i 

thistypeofsequence? 

4. How does each ilem fit into the sequence 
based on these criteria? 



THtNKING ACTIVELY 

We've been studying food and nutrition in science. In this lesson, we are 
going to consider a variety of infornation about foods that can be purchased 
at any supermarket This information is contained on the labels of these 

The information contained on such labels can be used to put foods in 
various orders or sequences. For example, following the thinking IMP for 
sequepcing, I may wish to sequence these foods according to the amount of 
sodium contained in them for the purpose of choosing foods for a low-salt 
diet. In this case, I might start with low sodium foods, and, consulting the 
"Nutrition Facts" Label, sequence . - them by the amount of sodium in each 

foodsin acccrdance with rules established by the federal government about 
what information food manufacturers should provide to the general pub& 
about their products. Show students a typical food container with a label that 
contains a "Nutrition Facts" section. It should look like this: 
Explain what each percentage means (per-tage of the normal allowable 
amotmts for a standard diet). 

&g. Or, because I have a limited amount of weight allowance to carry food with me on a 
trip, I might sequence foods I might fike to take with me on a trip by contaker weight. I'm 

--*-h M%= 

z5m 

M, ,, 
7 F-* 

-% OX 

Oolu 160- h 

going to give you a series of ~utriti~h-fa& labels fram 
common foods Work together with your partner and use 
this graphic organizer for sequencing to develop two se- 
quences that you might put these foods into accordiq to the 
information contained on the labeL After three or four min- 
utes, ask for some reports from the teams, bkmg no more than 
one from-any given team. As the teams report, fill in a blank 
graphic organizer ona chart on the wall of the classroom, or on 
the chalk-hard (The chart should have m m  for at least fivz 
such sequences. In each, the items to be sequencecl should be 
identified as "Supermarket F o o d s . " ) . ~ C A L  STUDENT AN- 
SWERS INCLUDE: Squencing by fat confenk cob, tuna fish, 
umkers,crmm cheese, salad dressing, peanut but fer. Sequenn'ng 
by m n t  if sodium in a standard ss;oing: cola, cream cheese, 

crackers, peunuf b u t t ,  salad 
dressingftuna fish. Sequmdng 
by q u n f  ify in fhe container: tuwfih, crc~ckers, cream cheese, salad 
dressing, peanut buffer,  cola. Sequencing by calories per 
sming:mmkers, tuna fish, cream c h / c o l a ,  saladdressing, peanuf 
buffer. 

Now suppose that you were a nutritionist and you wanted to 
produce a chart r a n k g  these foods for their overall nutri- 
tional value. Ranking is a specid kind of sequencing in which 
we sequence things by their value, usefulness, or importance. 
Instead of sequencing simply by quantity (from feast to most), 
as we usually do, we sequence from worst to best Work in 
groups of four now and rank these foods according to their 
overall nutritional value.using the version of the sequencing 
graphic organizer called "Ranking." After four or five minutes 
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INFUSING THINKING INTO INSTRUCTION--SECONOARY SEQUEHCING 

results to the whole class. Give each team a blank transparency on 
which they write their results and use for their reports, or have a spokesperson for each team 
write their results on the chalk-tx)ard.If here is a difference of opinion expressed by the different 
groups, as each group to exphn why they ranked the foods as they did, and give them a chance 
to revise their ranking based on thsi dialogue and discussion. If they do revise their ranking, ask 
ihem to change. the graphic organizer on their transparency or on the chai board and explain 
why they changed their rankingA Show the class where they agree in their ranking, and where 
they disagree, and, if the class reaches a consensus, write the ranking that t h y  accept on the 
board as the class's T~~~~~~.'~"YPICALS~ZTDENT ANSWERSINUUDE: hnking  by ammnf of protein 
for high-protein d i&s:coh/salad dressing, cram cke/cracktm, peunnut butter, fttmfish. Ranking for 
lm faf diets: panut hitter, salad dressing, m m  c k ,  crackers, funa fish, cola. Ranking fbr Im 
sugar diets: coln, salad dressing, peanut hiter, am c k ,  cr~tkers/tum fish. Ranking for high- 
profeinllmfat diets:salad dressing, cream c b ,  punut hf im,  cola, cracks, iunn fish. 

l THINKING ABOUT THINKING I - What did you think about to sequence things accurately? Students should idenbfy the key 
questions from the thinking map for sequencing about the puqmx of the sequencing and the 
chnractaisiics that they based their sequence upon as the basis for their sequenced lists. 

Is this a good way to sequence things? Students usually say that they didn't realize that the same 
things could be sequenced in a number of different ways, and that if they are clear abut the 
purpose of the sequencing, and the characteris& acc~rdmg to which they nre going to squence 
the things they are working with, they will more likely put than ina useful and accurate 
sequence. 

How would you describe the diffemnce between ranking things and simply seqv.encing 
them? ~'WDENT EPONSES VARY, but usually indude reference to the fact that ranking is a 
kind ofseguencingin wktich things areSequ&& 
according to their value, importance, or useful- 
ness in performing a task. Draw a thinking map 
for ranking which reflects these similarities 
and differences. The thinking map should look 
like the following: 

What advice would you give someone about the 
best procedure for md&g things and ideas? Of- 
ten students make impulsive decisions abut the 
relative value or u s e h l n ~  of items without hking 

SEQUENCING BY RANK 
1. * M I . t b ~ d * * N m ~ ?  

2 Wlret qualfties must samething 
tUsenrethIspurpose? 

3. ~ c h o f ~ q u a l ~ d o e a c h o f  
the hems being c o m p d  have, and to 
whatdegreedothey~tfiem? 

the time to compare the merits of each h teaching the skill of ranking, it is important to have 
students start with a list of different items that may be usefuI for achieving a cerbhgoaL In this 
way, students will gain practice in thinking through the pros and cons of each item and in 
ranking the items based on their analysis. 

APPLYING YOUR THINKING 

I IMMEDIATE TRANSFER I 
Gather nutrition facts on ten other common foods and add them to the sequences that you 
developed with your partner. Where would you placethem in your ranking of foods by their 
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Make a list of twenty different types of animals. Sequence these in  two different ways, 
according to two different purposes for putting these animals in  a sequence. Now rank these 
according to their value or usefulness. You determine what kind of value or usefulness you 
will use as a basis for this ranking. 

FIElElFORCEMENT LATER 

In the "Periodic Table of Elements" that you have studied in science, chemical elements are 
sequenced. Analyzc the way they are sequenced by dete.&g the characteristic(s1 by 
which they are sequenced What purpose do you thinkscientists have in sequenckg chemical 
elements in this way? Can you think of same other purpose someone might have for 
sequenchg chemical elements? Explain what that might be and how it would change the way 
these elements are sequenced 

List the kinds of objects that appear in our solar system. Sequence these according to some 
important purpose that a peson might have for putting these in order. 

List aU the tasks that you normally do between the time school is out on school days and the 
time that you go to bed Create a weeklyschedule faryourrself by sequendng these as y ou most 
commonly do these things. Now rank the five things that you do that are the least important 
and the five things that you do that are most iatpo.rtant Explain why you rank &em this way. 
If you wanted to spend time on new things or to give rnore,time to important things, how 
would you change your schedule? 



NG THINKING INTO ~ N S T R U C T I O ~ E C O N D A R Y  SEQUENC~NG 

Sample Student Responses Supermarket ~ o o d s  
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INFUSING THINKING INTO INSTRU~ON-SECOUDARY SEQUENCTNG 

Sample Student Responses Supermarket Foods 



F S~NG THINKING INTO ~NSTRUCT~ON-SECONDARY SEQUENCING 

Sample Stedent Responses Supermarket Foods 



DANGEROUS ASSUMPTIONS 

Chemistry Grades 9-1 2 

LESSON 

INTRODUCTtON T 0 CONTENT AND THINKING SKILUPROCESS 

When w e  read about. a sale at the mall, we often go to the store to buy things. But sometimes 
that does not work out welL Once I read in the newspaper that a store was having a sale on 
television sets. I needed one, so I went to the store to buy it. When I got there, however, I found 
that the store had no more of the television sets I wanted. It had sold out the day before and 
wasn't going to get new ones for another month. I was very disappointed. Then I realized that, 
if I had been thinking about what I was doing, I could have saved myself the trouble of 
travelling to the store. What could I have thought about or done that would have saved me the 
trouble? I could have called the store on the telephone and asked if they still had the television 
sets available. 

The reason I didn't think of calling the store was that I was making a number of assumptions 
of which I wasn't aware. For example, I assumed that they stiFI had television sets of the sort 
I wanted to buy. An assumption is something you believe without thinking about it or 
checking it. Assumptions sometimes lead you to do or say certain things. Finding out what 
a person was assuming helps you understand why he or she did a certain thing. Assumptions 
might be correct or mistaken. When I set out to go to the store, what else do you think I was 
assuming? POSSIBLE ANSWERS: That the store would be opm, that my car would work, #hat P had 
enough gas in my car to get fo the sfore, that 1 had enough money fo buy the television sef, fhf Ineeded 
fhis purficulnr telmision set. My assumption that they still had the television sets that I wanted 
to buy was mistaken. Were any of these other assumptions mistaken? ANSWERSVARY. In this 
case, all of the other assumptions were correct. 

* The reason I didn't check out my mistaken assumption was that I didn't think about it. I 
wasn't even aware that I was making that assumption. If I had asked myself, "Am 1 making 



UNCOVERING ASSUMPI-IONS 

saved myself a trip to the store. 

mistaken and the ones that weren't. Write them down. Discuss how you codd have checked 
out the mistaken assumptions if you had been aware of them. After a few minutes, ask for 
reports from the class. Ask the students reporting to identify their assumptions, those assump- 
tions that were mistaken, and how they could have been checked. Student answers vary. 

Everyane makes assumptions. Not all assumptions are mistaken, however. For example, you 
are all assuming that the chairs you are sitting in are strong enough to continue to hold you. 
That's not mistaken, is it? And you all had been assuming it, hadn't you: No one thought to 
Qeck out whether the chair was strong enough to hold them before they &it down, did they? 
Still, it's a good idea to become aware of your assumptions, or assumptions that other people 
make when they try to convince you of something, and to check them out before you act on 
them, especially when something important is at stake. That's because sometimes people do 
makemistaken assumptioms,~eyou &discussed earlier. If you don't become aware of what 
you or someone discussing something with you are assuming, youW never know whether 
anything mistaken is being assumed. 
Here is a thinking map for uncovering 
assumptions that can guide you in this UNCOVERING ASSUMPTIONS 

I. Whst action, Wief, w conclusion of s specific person might 

In the history of science many assump- b~ basad on an assumption? 

appear to move, but the sun and s t a s  
did, the earth was the center of the uni- 
verse. Examining that assumption in an open way earLier than it was called to question in the 
history of science may have led to much earlier discoveries of the real nature of the solar 
system and the univexse. Can you think of other assumptions that eaxly scientists made that 
were abandoned once they were uncovered and tested? STUDENT ANSWERS VARY, BUT 
SOMETIMES INCLUDE: Because of the appearance of maggots on decmjing food, life could d#~?lop from 
nothing. Air does not enter into U combustion reaction, so there musf be some subsfunce r~ponsiblefor 
burning (thereby lending to fhe positing of pfrlogiston as a special substance fhf was responsible). If the 
people who made ihese assumptions had become aware earlier that they were making them, 
and had then checked them out, the history of science may well have been quite different. 

We've been studying gasses like aqgen, nitrogen, and hydrogen, and have learned about 
where they occur in nature. Let's consider a real situation in which assumptions about such 
gasses led to a near tragic accident Let's see if w e  can uncover what those assumptions were, 
how they might have been checked out, and which were mistaken, to determine whether, if 
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THlNKlNG ACTIVELY 

A number of years ago, when the process of manufacturing ammonia by combining hydrogen 
and nitrogen was a new process, an engineer was given the task of designing a plant for 
making 300 tons of ammonia per day. What is the chemical formula for ammonia? NH3. The 
standard form of hydrogen and nitrogen have which formulas?H,arrd N,. Now let's return 
to o k  story. Theengineer reasoned that the plant would have a large supply of Ybecause it  
was to be built next to a petroleum re6inery. Where might the plant get the large quantities of 
pure N,the other essential raw material? 4 is present in air, so if is present a11 fk time in the air 
around the plant. Is i t  the only gas that is present in air? Air also mfazns oxygen, carbon dioxide, 
argon, and other trace gm-. How could they get the N,frarn the air? Tk air could be liquefied and 
fhe nitrogen extracted. How could the air be Liquefied? The air c d  h wmpressed and chilled until 
if reuehes the fempmature at which if changes stafe and beumm a lqd. H o w  could the nitrogen be 
extracted from the liquefied air? When hquefied, the N, could be distilled ofby bailing #ze liquidair. 
How could you tell which of the gasses that was distilled b m  the Liquid air wits nitrogen? 
IcouId look up the boiling points of fhe di&entgasses in air and &mine the order in which they would 
boil off. Nitrogen would bail o f i f i ~ f  because if hns rr Zmer filing point ffimr the 0 t h  ingredimts in air. 
After the extraction is complete, what by-product would remain? Concenfrated U, plus fhe othw 
gasses found in air - CO;, mgon, &c. Ask the students next to draw a chart or a graph indicating 
how much of a yield of nitrogen there would be, in comparison to the quantity of oxygen, etc, 
in the by-product. Allow them to use their texts or other rmources to get this hiormation. 
STUDENT RESPONSES INCLUDE: 

The large quantities of nimgen that could be produced by this process, together with the 
almost unlimited supply of hydrogen from the nearby petroleum refinery, made the pros- 
pects for a high-yield operation seem very good to the engineer. The process by which the 
ammonia was ultimately to be marnufadmred was based on the following reaction: 

Based on all of Wiinfonnation, the engineer designed the plant to consist of an air separation 
unit, compressors, and a tower to contain the reaction that generated the ammonia. In the 
tower a mixture of N2 was to be passed over an iron catalyst at a temperature of 500°C and a 
pressure of 150 atmospheres, and then the ammonia produced cooled to standard temperature 
and pressure so that it would liquefy. 

CO2 

0.03 

What risks are involved in this process? Ask students to work in pairs and to make a list of any 
, risks in this process. Students usually distinguish five phases in the process: (1) the Liquefaction 

of the air, ( 2 )  the distillation and storage of the nitrogen, (3) the by-product storage and 
subsequent release into the atmosphere, (4) the chemical reaction whereby the ammonia is 
produced, and (5 )  the cooling and storage of the liquid ammonia. STUDENT ANSWERS NCLUDE: 
Phase ( 1 ): the compression unit could mai,hnction and pressure build up that would cause the walls of 

Ar 

0.93 

p p  ~ P p p  
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the air separa tiou unit to eexpIode outward, liquid air could leak out and injure workers; Phase (2): the 
liquid nitrogen could become gaseous too rapidly and the buildup of pressure could cause the walls of the 
storage chamber fo explode; Phase (3): the concm trated oxygen in fhe by-product might cause thp 
combustion and explosion offlammabl~ maferials thnf might mix with the by-product by mistake' Phase 
(4): leaky mlues in the reaction tower could lower thc pressure and/m femperature, making the yield lower 
than expected; sticky mlves in the reaction tower cuuld cause a build up of pressure and a-il incru-e in ' 

temperature that would muse an explosion; Phase (5): leakage of liquid ammonia could r e I m  noxious 
fumes into the suwounding atmosphere. 

None of these problems occurred in the f m t  year of the plan's operation, In fact, the plant ran 
quite smoothly and produced a better yield of ammonia than expected because of greater 
efficiency in the sepaxation pmcess. But one day, for no apparent reason, there was a large 
explosion which created a huge fireball and destroyed the air separation unit Luckily, no one 
was htut But large pieces of metal £mm the air separation unit were scatteredas faras aquarter 
of a mile from the plant. 

l 

Work in teams again and follow the thinking map 
for uncovering assumptions using this graphic or- 
ganizer to help you record the assumptions you 

l-Mrpn*-iUh- 

think the engineer made in designing this plant -S m -. 

What was the process engineer convinced of that 
was based on these assumptions? Theammania plant, 
as he desiped if, would operate eefcknfly and snfeZy. 
Write this in the dome at the top of the graphic 
organizer. Write what you think he took for granted 
in accepting this belief in the appropriate boxes on 
the graphic organizer under the dome. STUDENT 
ANSWERS INCLUDE: fhe data on the cmposifion of air 
obtuined in the engineering handbook is representative 
off ?zecomposition if the air tlear the oil r&nery, no trace 
amounis of combustible nmteids (l* hydrocarbons) 
would m& &airsqwrafim unit with fhenir and would 
ucmmuhte s u f ~ n e n k ~  owr time to bemme dangerous whm mix& with the big mcmtrrrtiats of liquid 
oxygen that accttrnulafesas R by-produd in the unif; the oxygen is too GooIforanyipiiim or cletmation 
to take place; hydrogen and nitrogen wiII Y& fogefher to fwm, ammonia; nitrogen can be separated fiom 
the o y g m  in liquid air by boding i f ;  the compressor wiil operate p'qmly; miw and other operating parts 
will be seraiced suffrclently to keep keepthem in good working order. After a few minutes, ask the groups 
to mention one assumption they identified, write it on a chart, diagram on the chalk board, or 
transparency of the graphic organizer. Ask for additional responses until you have written all 
the assmuptions the groups identifies on the diagram you are using. 

Eachgroup should select one or two assumptions from this list and use a modified version of 
the graphic organizer for uncovering assumptions to write in the appropriate box what the 
process engineer might have done to verify their validity if he had been aware that he was 
making those assumption. Ask the groups to report on the assumptions they select and assign 
a different one to a group which selects an assumption already chosen by another group. After 
a few minutes ask the groups to report, and write these next to the assmuptions on the chart, the 
diagram of the graphic organizer on the chaIk board, ar on the transparency on which you had 
written the assumptions the groups identified. STUDENT ANSWERS VARY, but should indude 
mention of laboratory tests that might have been conducted, where appropriate. 



~ N F U ~ N G  THINKING INTO INSTRUC~ON-SECONDARY UNCOVERING ASSUMPT~ONS 

THINKING ABOUT THINKING 

You uncovered the process engineer's assumptions about the ammonia processing plant in 
this lesson. What questions guided you to determine what his assumptions were? POSSIBLE 
ANSWERS: 1 first asked whaf the mpnepr believed or did thnt mtghf be bused on assumpiions. I then 
thought a h u  t whaf flre qgineer might b e  faken for grim fed that would exphin why he acted as he did. 
Thm 1 thought about what the engine& might haw done to check fu determine of these assumptions were 
correct. 

- To guide you in uncovering assumptions in the future, construct a thinking map. Tb.e thnking 
map should contain the key questions for uncovering assumptions shown at the right. 

- Is if helpful to be able to uncover assumptions? Why or why not? Many students respond that 
it is helpful to become aware of their assumptions and decide whether or not they aregood ones. 
We should ask ourselves the questions for uncovering assumptions until we h o w  that our 
assumptions are well-supported. This can often keep us from acting on mistaken assumptions 
that we are not fully aware of. Sometimes acting on mistaken assumptions can lead to disasters, 
as in the case oi the ammonia processing plant 

How did working in a p u p  help you reflect on what the engineer's assumptions may have 
been? Students camment that the group discussion helped them to come up with ideas by 
building on what others in the group said much like the brainstorming process does. 

APPLYING THtNKlNG 

Immediate Transfer 

- Carbon-14, the radioactive isotope of d o n ,  is often used to determine the age of ancient 
ob j ects. Carbon-l4 decays into nitrugen-l4 at a known, constatit rate. The half -life of carbon- 
14 (the time i t  takes far one-half of a sample of the radioisotope to change to nitrogen-14) is 
5370 yeas. Living things take in both carbon -12 and carbon -14 when they are alive. Then, 
when an organism dies, the carbon 12 in its body remains constant, while the carbon 14 
continues to decay. The ratio of carbon-l4 to catbon-12 helps scientists estimate teh age of an 
object that contains once-living mat- 
Suppose a scientist finds that the ratio of carbon-14 to carbon-l2 in the remains of a bird is one- 
fourth the ratio in the tissue of an organism living today. T h e  scientist concludes that the 
remains of the bird are about 21,460 years old. What assumptions underlie the scientist's 
conclusion? Use the thinking strategy for uncovering assumptions to identify these and to 
sketch out how you would check these assumptions out Then check them out and determine 
whether these assumptions are valid 

Reinforcement Later 

- We've been studying energy sources. M a t ,  if any, assumptions are we making in our reliance 
on fossil fuels as the main source of energy in this country? Are these assumptions justified? 
How can we check them out? Based on what you have uncovered, what would you advise that 
we do about our sources of energy? 

What assumptions are being made by someone who says that by the year 2025 100,000,000 
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NFUSING THINKING IWO INSTRUCTTON--SECONDARY UNCOVERING ASSUMFTIOHS 

peopIe will be infected by the AIDS virus? How can these assumptions be verified? Based on 
what you conclude about these assumptions, what judgment would you make about this 
prediction about AIDS? 

Select a major decision that you have made recently. U& the strategy for uncovering 
assumptions to determine whether fhis decision is based on any untested assumptions. If so, 
how would you veri£y them? D o  so and rethink your decision based on what you find. 

1216 
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Sample Student Responses Dangerous'A3surnptions 

. 

HAT DID THE PERSON DO 

The engineer believed that the ammania 
ptant would operate efficiently and safely. 

Nitrogen can be separated from Consult a table of baling points of 
oxygen in liquefied air because 
its  oiling point is iower than 

i 
amunt  in sustaining such a reaction. Do a 
cost analysis of the process and compare this 
to the pmjeded gross i m e  from the 



Sample Student Responses Dangerous Assumptions I 
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Physics 

SOUND WAVES 
Grades 1 Ill 2 

LESSON 

ltNTRODUCTlON TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKILLPROCESS 

Sometimes it is difficult to explain a phenomena in nature because i t  is too obscure or too 
remote to be easily observed. For example, gravity can not be directly observed. Teachers, 
however, often use the model of a rock being whipped in a circle to communicate the effects 
of gravity on the angular motion of fie moon. Being able to compare events and phenomeria 
which can not be observed to models which are easily seen and understood is called teaching 
by analogy. Attributing characteristics which are easily iderkfied in one mdog to the other 
in which such identification cannot be carried out so easily is called reasoning by analogy. 

It is important to consider just how alike and urtalike two things are when using reasoning 
by analogy. If w e  don't, w e  might find that while the things we are comparing are alike in 
some respects, there are also untike in other respects, and these differences are quite 
important. Because of the differences wemay not be able to infer the hidden-properties of one 
from those we h o w  that the otherhas. Forexample,would we be able to learn anyfhing about 
plexiglass (a transparent plastic sheet) by compare the properties of a glass window to the 
properties of a plexiglass window? In your groups make a list of characteristics which are 
common to both aglass and a plexiglass window. SlWDENTRESPONSES: Both lransmit fight; both 
are practically colorless; both come in thin sheets, bofh transmit hent (poor insuIafors); both are 
waterproof;; neither is biodegradable. 

* Glass and plastic have a lot in common, however it might be a mistake to consider glass a 
replacement for plastic and vice a versa without knowing their differences. Now lets make a 
list of the differences between glass and plastic: Glass is brittleand plastic isjexible; Glass doesn't 
melt at low temperatures like plastic does. Glass transmits much more light. Glass does not ageand remains 
clear while plastic discoIors over time. Glass is dificult to scratch, plastic scratches easily; Glass is inert 
and will not read to sf ringen t cirernicals like acids and detergents, wlzil~ plastic reacts to many such 
c1zemicals;gIass is madefrom inorganic silicone, plastic is rnadefiom orgonic molecules ~petroclz~micals). 
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1 It is obvious that although glass and plastic have many properties in common, they have 
many significant differences. D o  you think that you could predict, with confidence, how 
plastic would react inanovel application,ifyou knew how glass reacted in asimilarsituation? 
Students usualIy comment that it would be difficuIt to predict how glass or plastic would react 
in a new situation because there .are so many seemingly significant differences in the basic 
chemical structure of 'the two subshces. - - 

Let's make explicit what is involved in skillful reason- 
ing by analogy so that we can follow a plan when we 
engage in it. Here is a thhking map that can guide us: 1 Write the thinking map on the chalkboard or on a large 
pieceof newsprint which you post on the classroomwall 

I or on the chalkboard. 

Today we are going to learn about how sound txavels 
by shrdying sound waves Sound waves, however, are 
waves that w e  cannot see, although we ean tell certain 
things about them by our experience of how they 
behave, like that they cart produce an echo if they 
bounce off a hard smooth obi& Can w e  learn more 

REASONING BY ANALOGY 

~ W t t a c r a y o u h x m ~ ~ ~ t h l n g ~ m a p u  
dal't laow .m wfiat you am trying to 

about sound waves by using &wning by analogy? what could w e  compare sourd waves to 
that might serve as the basis for such reasoning? STUDENT ANSWERS VARY, BUT OFTEN 
INCLUDE Light, water w m ,  ektrkify, lightning, hot and/or cold ocean currenfg. I'm going to 
pick one of these that seems plausible as an analogy for sound waves: wakr waves. W e  will 
consider whether we can use chap~cteristics of water waves, which we will produce in the 
dpple tank, where such waves are easily seen, to act as a model for sound waves, so that w e  
can use reasoning by analogy to things about sound waves that we don't experience. 

( * The first step in evaluating the validity of the using the analogy, A sound wave like a wafer 

I wave, to draw conclusiok aboat water waves to 
make a list of all the significant characteristirss and 

I properties that we know about which both kinds of 
waves have in common. Ask students to meet in 

I groups, to write "A sound wave is like a water wave" in 
the appropriate boxes, and to make a list of similarities 
between water waves and sound waves in the "How I I 
analogy: 
After three or four minutes, have students report back, 
and then use a transparency of the graphic organizer for 
reasoning by analogy, or thechalkboard, tomake a dass 
list of t h e  things sound and water waves have in com- 
mon. TYPIC.4 LSTrJDENTRBPONSESTNCLUDE: Both f ravel 
through a physical medium (waves travel through water, 
sorrnd travels through air). 30th have velocity. Both can be 
produced in different sizes. Both ran travel over long dis- 
fa~zces. Sound radintesfiom its origin in all directions, and mr*ua*l*eourAwmrr 

7mter waues do the same (e.g., a rock thrown into a pond); 



sound and wafer inves will bounce off of hard objects (e.g., an echo, n riptide). I 
Are there other characteristics of waves which might also be characteristics of water and 
sound waves? I am going to demonstrate additional wave characteristics to you so that you 
might have an opportunity to decide if they can be added to your 'lHow Alike" list based on 
what you know about sound waves. Show the ripple tank apparatus and demonstrate how it 
works. Then demonstrate the different wave and other characteristics as described in 
the "Ripple While You Work" exercise. 

After I demonstrate each water wave characteristic, meet in your groups and determine if a 
sound wave has this characteristic based on your experience with sound or by conducting a 
similar experiment with sound. If i t  does, add it to your Wow Alike" list. For example, 
observe what happens when I poke my index finger into the ripple tank one time. Usually 
students correctly observe a single circular wave to radiate from the point of impact outward in 
all directions. If students don't recognize that this means that water waves move at the same 
speed in aIl directions, ask them what this suggests about the speed that water waves travel away 
from the point of origin. Then ask ,*'Does sound move in all directions at the same speed?" 
Students usuaIIy realize that sounds like church bek  can be equally heard in all directions. Write 
on the class transparency that water and sound waves move in all directions at the same speed. 

Lets look at another characteristic of waterwaves that you have not considered. Observe what 
happens when I poke my finger in the water many fimes. Strike water with your finger slowly 
at first and then quickly &er. Ask students to comment on the effects of each experiment. Then 
ask: 'What do you call this characteristic of water waves?" Most grorlps recognize this 
phenomena as frequency and relate frequency to the pitch of sound. Using the ripple tank, 
continue to show water wave properties to the class that they can also identify in sound waves 
based on either their experience or a simple experiment. Tnclude new similarities on the class 
transparency or on the chalkboard as the class reports them . 
Now that you have compiled your list of observable similarities between water and sounci 
waves lets decide if these similarities are significant. In your groups review your list one item 
at a time and note whether thaf characteristic is a significant similarity and why. Allow 
students enough t ime to discuss and record their responses and then have them report back to 
the class explaining why the similarities are sigruficant when they idenbfy them as such. Enter 
their responses on the class transparency or the chalkboard. Then ask "Are tfie similarities 
between water and sound waves significant in general?" Students always find that they are. 

Lets return now to the ripple tank I'm going to demonstrate a few other characteristics of 
water waves. Demonstrate positive and negative interference, reflection and refraction among 
other characteristics (see ~ i p p l k ~ h i l e  you Work source material). What can you say about these? 
Students often note that they can't tell from their experience whether sound waves have these 
characteristics. Does the fact that you can't tell whetfier sound has these characteristics as well 
mean that sound doesn't have these characteristics? Students usually recognize that this 
doesn't follow. Rather, they just can't tell. Now let's consider using reasoning by analogy. If, 
in fact, water and sound waves have many properties in common, perhaps they also have 
resonance, interference, diffraction and refraction as common characteristics. Lets record 
these properties in the box titled "Things Known About Water That Might Also Be True of 
a Sound Waves." 

Before we can infer that sound has these four properties what should we make sure of? 
Students usually recognize thaf they have to determine whether there are any significant 
differences between water and sound waves Xf they don't recognize this, caI1 their attention to 



the questions on the thinking map of reasoning by analogy that you have on the wall or on the 
chalkboard. You might also want to ask students why it is important to consider whether there 
are any significant differences between water waves and sound waves. Students usually have 
little difficulty in reasoning that if there were s i e c a n  t differences, these might cause differ- 
ences in the properties they are considwing. 

* In your groups discuss and then make a list of differences between water and soand waves. 
Allow students adequate time to think about the differences, compile a list, and report back to 
the class. Then enter their responses an the class transparency or the chalk board. -ENT 
RESPONSES USUALLY INCLUDE: Water waves travel in water, sound waves travel in the air. Water 
waves are visible, sound waves are intrisible. Wa f w waves can iruvel over very long distances in fhe ocean, 
sound wuves dissipate very quickly in the air. 

In your groups evaluate the significance of each of these differences and state why you think 
so on your group's graphic. Have students report back and enter their responses on the class 
graphic. Usually students find few, if any, signihcant differences between water and sound 
waves. 

In your groups discuss and-then draw a conclusion about sound waves based on the strength 
of the analogy as you evauate it.. TYPI-L STUDENT RESPONSE: Like wntm waves, sound waues 
hoe, in all liklihood, the propdies  of resonance, inferfmmce, repact ion and drfiaction. 

Reasoning by andogy like this is, at best, a way to draw a conclusion about something 
unknown which is likely. Often, reasoning by analogy can lead us to investigate further to 
confirm directly whethex what w e  are studying actually has these properties. Work in your 
groups and consider one of the properties of sound waves that you concluded they likely 
have. Design an experiment with sound that can provide you with confkmation that sound 
waves do, indeed, have this property. STUDENT ANSWERS VARY. 

THINKING ABOUT TH I NKlNG 

What do we call the kind of thinking w e  just did? Reasoning by analogy. 

How did you do that kind of thhkhg? What did you think about first, second, etc.? POSSIBLE 
ANSWERS: I fhozlghf about how tulo things, wafer waves and sound mva,  were aIike,and #h I thought 
about whether f h q  were so difierent fhdt we m l d  nut infer anything about sound waves that we did not 
knmfiorn fmfrrres of mfer waves that we o h e d  

1s there anything you have to be careful about when you learn new things by analogy? 
POSSIBLE ANSWERS: Yes* The analogy could make me think fhaf everything true of one fhing in the 
analogy is true ofthe other, and that could be misleading. I should always lookfor important drfierences 
that may slzow that nzy conclusion is a poor one. 

What questions would a thinking map for reasoning by analogy include? Put these in your 
own words and keep the thinking map you construct so that you can use it again when you 
are doing reasoning by analogy. Student responses should suggest the ideas on the thinking 
map for reasoning by analogy. 



~ APPLYING YOUR THINKtNG 

IMMEDIATE TRANSFER 

You've learning about different kinds of animals in science. One type of animal has a shell. 
What are some animals that have shells? POSSIBLE ANSWERS: Clams, snnils, turfk, crabs, lobsters, 
mussels, and oysters. People sometimes say that the shells of such animals are analogous to 
houses. Using the que'stions on your thinking map for'reasonhg 'by analag-jj, evaluate 
whether this is a good analogy. What can you learn from the analogy? 

You've learned in history about the periods in American history when a great many Immi- 
grants came to five and work in the United States. How is this analogous to a new student 
entering your school? From this analogy, what can you learn about how these people felt 
when they came to the United States and how other people felt about them? 

When scientists test a new drug for people, they usually test it first on mice. If the drug works 
on mice, they sometimes conclude that the drug is good for people. What is the analogy? Use 
your thinking map for reasoning by analogy to decide whether or not the scientists' conclu- 
sion is a good one. 

L REINFORCEMENT LATER 

Later in the school year when you cover the following topics ask students to draw analogies and 
explain what they can learn from them. 

What analogies can be dram between industrial pollution and things &at happen in the 
school or at home? What can you learn h m  these analogies? 

What analogies can be drawn between reading stories and watching TV? What can you learn 
fram these analogies? 
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Sample Student Responses Waves 

SIMILARIIY SIWIRCANT? WHY? 

Both travel thrwgh a medium. 
Cknerated by putting pressure on medium. 
b t h  have velocity. 
Both come in different sizes (ampliide). 
Both move away from their point of origin (dispersal) 
and mdiite in all directions. 

Both bounce off hard objects (reflection). 
30th move the same speed in alI directions 
83th obey s = frequency x wavelength 
B t h  make longitudal waves 
Both make transverse waves ,. , 

Size of wave proportional to energy input 

Very. Without a medium, neither could propagate. 
Very. Both are caused by the same type of ewnt. 
Very. Motbn is a basic feature of Hsves. 
Very. Without amplitude waw wwM be ffat & not warns 

Very. Both respond to energy input the same way. 
Very. Wfihwt , both WWM transfer all energyon inpact. 
Very. This rnaks both predictabk. 
Very. Shows how predictable they both behave. 
Very. Simihr waves means similar behavior. 
Very. Simiilar waves means siimihr behavior. 
Very. Propagatbn of both predictable, 

D I F F E W  SIGNIFICANT? WHY? 
Water waves travel only in a liquid, sound Not Very. Both liquids and gasses are fluid, 
waves travel in a gasses as well. and their fluidity determines how they 

generate waves, even though they are 
different states of matter. 

Water waves are visible, sound waves Not Very. Visability relates to how we 
perceive these waves and is a function of the 
medium in which they travel. 

Water waves can travel for hundreds of Not Very. How far they travel relates to the 
miles, sound waves travel close to their size of the wave, not its wave-like qualities. 

Sound waves effect our sense of hearning, Not Very. This difference also relates to our 
water waves do not. perception and is a function of the medium. 

Even though water waves and sound waves occur in media which exhibit some different 
properties, i t  is likely that just as water waves demonstrate resonance, positive and negative 
intereference, refraction, and diffraction, sound waves do also. 



INFUSING THINKING INTO ~ N ~ U C ~ O E I -  SECONDARY C t ~ s s r ~ c ~ r r o ~  

I 1 

We are now going to use s U f d  top-down classification to identify items that fall 
into one of these classification schemes, that haring to do wikh types of chemical 
reactions. If students haven't identified t h i s  type of classification, introduce it and ex- 

I 

l l plain its details referring only to five of the basic 
cateeories that reactions fall into: combination, 

views about the purpose for classifying things in these ways on the chalkboard or trans- 
parency next to the classification systems. STUDENT ANSWERS VARY. 

U .  

decomposition, single replacement, double re- 
placement, and combustion. Chemical reactions 
of these sorts are defined by the type of reac- 
tants and products in these reactiofzs. Use your 
text books and this graphic arganher and write 
statements of the defining characteristics of 
each of these types of reactio~ts after writing 
"Kinds of Chemjlcdl Reactions*' in the box at the 
top of the graphic or&anker. After a few minutes 
ask students to report on each of these types of 

I reactions Ask if Ayone wants to add ihe 
statement of defining charaaeristics in the report, 
then formdate the statement in a wav that is 

graphiiorganizer on the chalkboivd or on a 
tral'lspaRllCy. STUDENT ANSWERSINCLUDETHE 
K ) L L O m G :  Cornbina tion: The reactants are either 
two e l m n f s  or fwo compmnds . and fhe producf is a 
single compound. Decmposition: Thy reactants ere a hinmy compound or a fm y compoum' 
a d  t k  producfs are either two e l m t s  or hoo or more d m &  nnd/or compounds. Single 
ikp-f: The reactants are a single eIement and a sin& cumporrnd, and fhe producis are a 
differmt elernenf and nero cornpand. Double Rep-t: The reacfants me two ionic m- 
pounds and the pducts are tzoo naa umrpounds. CambustioPl: 7 % ~  raxhtnts are oqgm and a 
wmpound $carbon. hydrogen, and sametimes oxygen; the products include carbon dwxide and 
water. If you have not already d i s m  with students what purpose is served by classi- 
fying reactions into these categories, do so now. 

Let'snowlet's formulate a chemicalreaction that youare a l l  familiarwith,the 
reaction representing the formation of rust, Ask for student responses. The way this 
reaction is typically formulated is 

3Fe + 20,+Fe30,. 
Write this reaction formula in the first box labeled "Item to be Classified" What are 
the characteristics of this reaction in terms of the reactants and products? Write your 
desaiption in the same box under "Charaderistics." After a minute or two ask for 
student responses. TYPICAL STUDENT RESPONSES INCLUDE: R m f a n t s  : hocl elements (Fe and 
01. Products: a single compound {Fe50,1. Based on these characteristics how would you 
dassify this reaction? ANSWER A combination reacfion. Write that in the box under "How 



I Classifiedt* and enter it in the "item" list under the category "Combination" 

I * Here is a list of other chemical reactions: 
Mg + H , S O ) M g S O ,  t H, 
2 q H ,  + 70, *CO, + 6H3 
F, + 2NaBr +2NaF + Br, 
2%0, --2H,O + 0, 
CdBr, + Na$ *dS + 2NaBr 
Sr + I, +Sri, 
Mg(C10J2 -M@,+ 30, 

Work with your partner again and &cite your assessment of their characteristics in the 
appropriate space on your graphic organizer, then your classification of the reaction. 
After four or five minutes ask students to report. Accept a report on ody one reaction 
from each team that reports. After ea& report ask if there are any comments from other 
students, and forindate the response to accommodate appropriate comments from other 
students. Write the responses on the diagram on the chalkboard or transparency. As you 
field responses follow the questioning strategy on the thinking map asking kst, 'What is 
the item?", second "What are its characteristics?", and then "Based on these characteris- 
tics, how would you classify this item and why?"STUDENT ANSWERS INCLUDE, FOR EX- 
AMPLE: M g  + H,SO,+MgSO, + H,. Reacfanfs: an elermxf (Mg) and a single compouvd 
(GH,SOU; Products: n d#'een? element &) and a new compound (MgS04j+2C&6 +70, 
4CO, + 6H&J: Reactants; Oxygen and a mpuzrnd of carbon (C.H6+ Producis: CO, and H20. 

What is gained when you classify chemical reactions in this way? Discuss with 
students the power of this classification scheme: that once you idenfify the kind of reac- 
tion this is you can predict the properties of the products and prepare for the reaction. 

I THlNKING ABOUT THINKING 
How did you go about classifying the reactions? What did you think about h€, 

second, and third? POSSIBLE ANSWERS: 1 examined fhem for impmTant chractmisti~, de- 
fined groups Iry refeerice io one w o n o k  of these rharmferisfics, identified each ifem nccmding 
to  whether if had these c;tmact&fics, and pi fhe items into the @ned groups. I &crib& what 
I Immed a h t  chemicaI reactions by grouping fhm in these ways. If they are having trouble 
remembering, prompt their answers by refening to their graphic organizers. Their de- 
scriptions of classifying should include the steps on the thinking map for top-down 
classification: 

In what way did c l a s s ~ g  specific chemical readions by finding whether or not 
they had Characteristics that made it possible to write them in the forms you were 
looking far help you understand the meanings of the words that desaibe the five 
chemical reactions w e  were studying? Why? POSSIBLE ANSWERS: If helps me define these 
words b e w e  the diferen t react ion fmms d@nd the type of react ion. It helps me understand 
how chemicals can interact wifh each other to produce predictable types ufresuIts. 

Is top-down classification a helpful. way to learn more about the meaning of classifi- 
cation words and what they sf and for? POSSIBLE STUDENT RESWNSES: I like fop-down 
classification because it keqs  me from p s s i n g  what fo expect from putting fogether spec$c 
types of rmcfants. I have fo think abouf whaf defines a type of t h i n  and then see if the item I am 
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trying to classify has a characteristic that matches those e i n g  characfmisfics. Then I'm certain 
w h  t kind of thing i he item is. Top-down classificaiion, especially -fhe graphic organizer, maks me 
go slowly in a step-by-step way to try tofind out whaf sort ofthirzgmmething is. If's much better 
than just defining words by other words bemuse it gives me prPaice in w i n g  out hao to classify 
things by locking for characfmistics t h y  have that the words stnndfor,- that's why it helps me to 

1 uliderstarui why things are clrzssified as they are. 

~ APPLYING YOUR THlNKtNG 

IMMEDIATE TRANSFER 
Shortly after the main activity in this lesson and the students rnetacognitive reflection, 
ask them to work on the following: 

I Another way to classify chemical reactions is as endothermic and e x o t h d c  Use 
the same thhkhg shategy as you used in W lesson to define these categories and 
to identify at least three reactions that fall into each of these categories. Use your 
textbooks or other reference sources in chemistry as you engage in this activity. 
Finally, explain what purpose classifying chemical reactions in this way might serve. 

Classify algebraic symbols by their fun&ons using the strategy for top-down dassi- 
fiation, 

RElNFORCEMENT LATER 
S o m e h e  later in the school year ask your students to work on the following: 

How are books classified? Go to the school for your town) library, select a dozen 
books at random, and determine how to classify each using the strategy for top- 
down classification. Does the way books are classified clarify the different purposes 
for reading them. Explain. 

In biology, Living things are classified by their cellular complexity and evolutionary 
development. f hysics, geology, and other sp& sciences also have their special 
ways of classifying things, Pick one of these systems of classification and do a top- 
down classification of a dozen or so items that fall under the classification system 
you have chosen, ANSWERS VARY.. Classify jobs by whether they provide goods 
or services to show how the community needs bath 

l 
Classify Land fonns and bodies of water to clarify correct terns for each. 
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 IFU USING THINKING INTO INSTRU~ON - SECONDARY 

S Responses Chemical Reactions 

two cIcmems or two 

oxygm;tfreplocsro= 
clrrbm&xi&.r*l~. 

andlor compounds. A*+ m + CxHr + (x+yI4)4 + 
A + = +  AC+B 

CHARACTERWlCS 

a single ampound 

Cornbinat ion 
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IMPORTANT TYPES OF THINKING 
THAT WE SHOULD TEACH STUDENTS 

TO ENGAGE IN SKII-LFULLY 

I. GENERATING IDEAS 
1. Alternative Possibilities 

A. Multiplicity of ldeas 
B. Varied ideas 
C. New Ideas 
D. Detailed ideas 

2. Composition 
A. Analogyhletaphor 

11. CLARIFYiNG IDEAS 
l. Anafyzing ldeas 

A. ComparelContrast 
B. Classification/Deiinition 
C. PartsMrhole 
D. Sequencing 

2. Analyzing Arguments 
A. Finding ReasonslConciusions 
B. Uncovering Assumptions 

111. ASSESSING THE REASONABLENESS OF IDEAS 
1. Assessing Basic Information 

A. Accuracy of Observation 
B. Reliability of Sources 

2. inference 
A. Use of Evidence 

a. Causal Expianstion 
b. Prediction 
c;. Generalization 
d. Reasoning by Analogy 

B. Deduction 
a. Conditional Reasoning (If ... then ...) 
b. Categorical Reasoning (Some ... All ...) 

IV. Complex Thinking Tasks 
A. Decision Making 
5. Problem Solving 



MAP OF THE THINKING DOMAIN 

CREATIVE THINKING 
GOAL: Original product 

CORE SKILLS: 

Skills at Generating ldaaa 

I. Goneratinp Allarnalive Poasibililies 

Mulliplicky d Ides* [Fluency) 

Vnrisd Wens (Flexibiiily) 

New Ideal (Origin~lily) 

Detniled ldear (Elabaration) 

2. Conibnng ldens 

AnebgyiMetnphor 

REPRESENTATIVE ATTITUDES: 

Unusual ideas should be considered 

OOAL: We~l.foundad daclgions 
OOhL! Beat eolulion 

BASIC STRATEdY: 
O A I C  STRATEGY! 

Conrridclr oplionl. p r o d d  con9nqoonr 1.. nn.( 
Consider posaibls solulbnr, prsdicl 

chome !he bosl oplion 
consequences, and choose !he bo~ t  sululion 

9KfLl3: 
SKILL$: 

Sklllr al psnaraling ideas, clflrlying ideas, nnd 
Sknk at generating kleaa. clarflying idoas. md 

urarrng the rasanablanas~ of ideas 
araesslng Ihe rsnsonablanss~ at ideas 
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* PURPOSE 
What are these possibilites for? 







l Am&mn Kestrel. The b.erican kestrel is one 
of the most common birb of prey in both North 
and South America. Its population has flour- 
ished. It is characierized by long, narrow, 
pointed wings and reddish brown and date- 

hovering in one place white hunting its prey, 
geneally consisting of Snakes, lizards# Iarge 
insects, and s d  rodents. This evolved hunt- 

f . 
I h g  skiU involves the ability to detect any 4 

movement on theground, the ability to hover 
while scanning the ground for prey, and the 
speed and 'strength to plunge onto the prey 
from heights of SO feet or more. ALI these skills 
depend on the k f ~ h e l ' s  good sense of depth 
paception 

Illustration by Kate Simn Huntley 
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HOW CLASSIFIED 
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ITEM TO SE CLASSIFIED 

l 

CHARACTERISTICS 

F ITEM TO BE CLASSIFIED 

CHARACTERISTICS 

REM TO BE CLASSIRED 

GHARACTERISTICS 

E M  TO BE CVISSIAED~ 
g 
h, 
+ 

CHARACTERISTICS 



NUTRITION FACTS ABOUT VARIOUS COMMON FOODS 
CRACKERS 

Serving Size 2 crsckers (1 4g) 
Servings mr Container A h u i  72 

SALAD DRESS1NG 

Nutrition Facts 
Serving Size 2 h p  (30g) 
Servings per Contarner Abwt 1 P 

mount Per k n g  

PEANUT BUTER 

Calc;ie.T30 C a k i  frMn Far 100 

% Dal y Value' 
2% I % Daly Value* / Fat l t g  17% 1 

&bated Fat og m l 1 Saturated F ~ I  I dg I I 3g 

I Mcnwnsamrated Fat 05g ( ( Mmarmaura~ed Fat Q 1 I M-matrated fat ( 

Total Carbohydrate 109 3% 

wletary Fiber Ig 4% 

Q 

Total hhohydrafe Sg 3?A 

Dleary F i k  Og PA 

79 

Total Carbohydrate 79 P/, 

Dietary F k 2 g  F;* 

susars 39 

L zcpA 1 
Calcium 0%. Gal . m 2% Cakiurn 0% 4 kon 4Y0 

TUNA WSH CREAM CHEESE COLA I ( Nutrition Facts 1 l 

l Nutrition Facts I I Nutrition Facts I 
Serving Size 2 ounces (565) 
Servings per Container 2.5 

Amount Per SoWng 

Serving Size 2 tbsp (299) 
,Servings per Container b u t  8 
1 

Amount Per Serving 

Calories 100 Cat& horn Fa 83 

% O i l y  7:; 1 l rota! Fat 

- 

% D i l y  Value' 
(ToDI F& Og [P/e 1 

Serving Size 8 Ruid oz (2409) 
Servings per Container Abut 8 

Amount Fw Sewing 

C a l d c ~ 1 0 0  WkfromFdO 

I l Saturated Fat Og Ph 1 Samted Fat 4g I ( &*M Fat Og tp/. 1 

I ) Mcnounsaiurated Fat Cg I 1 Mowrumamrat& Fat Q I I Mmwrtsahirated Fat % I 

Protein 2g 

VltaminA S% . VGu-n~n CWA 

Protein Og 

1 1 Vitamin A I% - Vltarnin C 0% I 1 vitamin A m Vitamin C PIo ( 

*BASED ON A DlET OF 2000 CALORIES PER DAY 

Calrarn 4 4 ~  ton P+& L 
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Calcium 0% ton (P;b 







PURPOSE FOR SEQUENCING 

TYPE OF SEQUENCE THAT WILL SERVE THAT PURPOSE 

CRITERIA FOR FIl7lNG ITEMS INTO THE SEQUENCE 
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S ~ N G  THINK~NG INTO INSTRUCTION-ELEMENTARY Rmsows AND CONCWS~NS 

, ,, . . .  . . 

REASONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

CONCLUSION 

REASON 
I 

REASON REASON 

I 
i 

I 

i 

- 
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ARGUMENT EVALUATION CHECKLIST 11 I S  
1. Is there anything you need to find out in order to determine 

whether the reasons are accurate? 
YES 1 

3 
l 0  

2. If so, what information do you need to find out? 

- 

p--- l 
3. Given that the reasons are accurate, is additional information YESUNOO 

needed before - - you can accept the co~~clusion? 

1 4. If so, what information do you need? 

- ----p- 

---- 

An argument should be convincing only i f  you answer "NO" to questions 1 and 3 above. : 

13 m 
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'NG THINK~HG INTO !NSTRUCT~ON--ELEMENTARY _ _  ___-P-- -- -- --. ~ 

UNCOVERING ASSUWP~ONS 

ACTION, BELIEF, OR CONCLUSION 

--.-._._l_l__._ --.- - -  - 
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INKING INTO ~NSTRU~ON-ELEMENTARY UNCOVERING ASSUMPTIONS 

C 

UNCOVERING ASSW MPTIONS 

WHAT DID THE PERSON DO? 

I 

ASSUMPTiONS WAYS TO FIND OUT tF CORRECT 
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UNCOVERING ASSUMPTIONS IN ARGUMENTS 
I .I 

;?<L. 5 '  . 

CONCLUSION 

I 

f 

REASON 

1 

j l REASON 

I 

i l 

.- 

REASON 

ASSUMPTlON(S) 

JUSTIFIED:\/ 
QUESTIONABLE:? 

UNJUSTIF1ED:X 

I 
I 
l 



1 HOW ALIKE? 

l 

- . -. .. . ... - . . . ....-.-p-..-. , .  .. . 
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LEARNING-F ROM AN ANALOGY 
BETWEEN TWO THINGS 



HOW ALIKE? I 
AITRIBUTE S l M l L L m n '  WHY SIGNIFICANT? 

THINGS KNOWN ABOUT B ( I ) THAT MIGHT ALSO BE TRUE O F  A ( 1 

CONCLUSION ABOUT A ( 1: 

-- -- - - -  - -- . -- U 
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ARGUMENT EVALUATION CHECKLIST 

eductive argument is valid onl 
urnstances in which the premis 
the conclusion false. ' " 

Indicate validity and invalidity in fhe 



CONDITIONAL ARGUMENT EVALUATION CHECKLIST 

2. If so, describe that situation. 

--p--- 

A deductive argument is valid only if there are no circumstances in / / which the premises are true snd the canc,lusian false. YES 

I l 4. If so, what information is needed? I I 





TITLE: I INFUSION LESSONS I 
l 

Subject: 

Grade: 
Thinking Actively 

Apptying Your Thinking 

LESSON 

INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND THlNKlNG SKILWROCESS 

INTRODUCING / THETHlYKlNG 

1. Importance of the r thinking. I 
2. How do you do the 

thinking? 

3. Importance of the 
content. 



THINKING ACTIVELY 

THINKING ABOUT THINKING 



APPLYING THINKtNG 

Immediate Transfer 

APPLYING YOUR 
THf HKING 

1. Immediate transfer 
a. Near transfer 
b. Far transfer 

2. Reinforcement tater 

Reinforcement Later 

E m  ENSlON 

ASSESSING STUDENT THINKING 

l I 
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TITLE: pzGGGq 
Subject: 

Grade: 

I Introduction 1 

I Applying Your Thinking I 

LESSON 1 
INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKfLVPROCESS I 

1 INfRODUCIt4G 
j THE THlNKlNG 1 
I 1. Importance of the 1 
1 thinking. I 
2. How do you do the 

I 

3. Importance of the 
content. 
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THINKING ABOUT TCI1NKIHG 

INFUSING THINKING WO I N S T R ~ M M E N T A R Y  INFUSION LESSON PLAN 

I 

THIHKfNG ACTIVELY 

I -  - 

1 THINKING r 
i I ABOUTTHlNKtNG 1 
! 1 .  Kinc of thinking? ! 

2. How did you do i t?  

l 3. Is i t  effective? 

-- -- 
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